Active Goals. Make Impact.

THE REPORT ON PHILANTHROPY 2012–2013
Greetings,

Spelman is a community filled with rituals of celebration. One of my favorites is the opening convocation each year where I often join with students, faculty and staff in listening to the Glee Club sing:

*It’s my choice  
And I choose to change the world  
It’s my voice  
And I’ll speak with pride and courage*

Composed by Sarah Stephens, C’2007, and Glee Club Director Dr. Kevin Johnson, “A Choice to Change the World” speaks to the important values that connect all Spelman sisters: academic excellence, leadership, and a devotion to making an impact in the world.

A college education is a privilege. Through your contributions and commitment to Spelman, you provide the opportunities that shape the Spelman experience and help to prepare the next generation of women who will change the world.

In the College’s Strategic Plan, we created attainable goals, and each year Spelman women exceed what we envisioned. Every student will have a global experience, whether it’s those who participate in study abroad or the scholars from Zimbabwe who have the opportunity to enhance cross-cultural learning.

The benefits of providing more opportunities for undergraduate research and career-related internships for students reach far beyond the Spelman gates. This year a faculty member and student were able to spend the summer conducting cancer research.

*Alumnae and students are reaping the rewards of connecting regularly through mentoring and engagement. Because of an initiative developed by a former faculty member, hundreds of nontraditional students have had the opportunity to obtain a Spelman degree.*

A well-rounded education would not be complete without leadership development. Focus on this component can be seen in students who advocate to end health disparities in underserved communities.

That work is not surprising as Spelman has always prioritized service learning, linking community involvement to the classroom experience.

You provide the opportunities that help to prepare the next generation of women who will change the world.

Centering the Spelman experience on these goals is intentional. We live in challenging times when educated women are needed more than ever. The generosity of alumnae, corporations, faculty, friends, foundations, parents, staff, and our current students has secured vital financial support to develop these change agents. We appreciate your contributions to scholarships, facility renovations, innovative initiatives such as the Wellness Revolution, faculty and student research, and support of Spelman’s Annual Fund—all of which are critical for Spelman women to succeed.

With sincere thanks,

Beverly Daniel Tatum, Ph.D.
President

Scan to watch “A Choice to Change the World” video
Spelman College’s Strategic Plan is our belief in the power of a Spelman education and commitment as a community to uphold it. This community encompasses Spelman students, faculty, staff, administrators, alumnae, trustees and community partners—people united by their passion and purpose. Our agenda is to continue strengthening the academic core of the institution. Each constituency is participating by taking specific actions that support our GOALS, which build on our accomplishments as the premier historically Black college for women and one of the finest institutions for undergraduate education nationwide.

**Global engagement, including international experiences and internationalizing curriculum**

**Opportunities for undergraduate research and career-related internships**

**Alumnae connections to strengthen our sisterly bonds**

**Leadership development focused on individual potential and best practices**

**Service learning and community engagement**
Spelman College takes pride in a 78 percent graduation rate, nearly a third higher than the national average. Most of those graduates are the beneficiaries of financial support.
In the spring of 2013 in Zimbabwean towns 8,000 miles away from Spelman, nine young women received almost unbelievable news: they’d been chosen as the first class of Andrew Young International Scholars at the College. Nine first-year students and one sophomore will benefit from the scholarship, which provides full tuition, room, board, and fees for four full years, as well as financial assistance for travel between Atlanta and Zimbabwe.

Zimbabwean businessman and philanthropist Strive Masiyiwa and his wife Tsitsi started the Andrew Young International Scholars program at Spelman and Morehouse College to honor former ambassador and Atlanta civil rights leader Andrew Young. The couple’s mission for the program is to provide more educational opportunities to African students who show strong leadership potential. In 2012, 10 African men began their studies at Morehouse through the program. The two schools will alternate enrollment through the program for the next two years.

For scholarship recipient Tarisai Tambo, C’2017, the news she’d be traveling to the United States and attending Spelman on a scholarship came as a shock. She is the first in her family to attend college. “I kept pinching myself just to make sure it wasn’t a dream,” she remembers. “The only way I could express how happy I felt was through tears.” Tambo is using her Spelman education to prepare for her future back in Zimbabwe, where she hopes to work for the rights of women and children, and to someday serve as an ambassador. “In Africa the issue of discrimination against women is very active,” she says. “The vast population of Africa has adopted a stereotypical perception on the roles of women in the society. I discovered that some governments of the world are suppressing women and children’s rights, hence it became an area of interest to me.”

As the Andrew Young Scholars become acclimated to U.S. culture and their classwork, being so far from the familiar—their family, friends and homes—may be a bit challenging. But for these talented young women, the sacrifices are already well worth the rewards. Daphney Sihwa, C’2017, is an aspiring public health nutritionist. “It is my hope that I make the best out of everything I do. My first intention is to educate the people from my country about diets they are supposed to engage in with the intention of creating a healthy Zimbabwe.”

The Andrew Young International Scholarship, along with other resources for global recruitment, made it possible for Spelman to enroll a record number of international students in 2013. By sharing their unique perspectives and experiences, these students help Spelman with its goal of global engagement for all students. Spelman’s strategic plan also calls for internationalizing curriculums and programming, as well as encouraging meaningful international experiences for all students.

The College is also committed to providing support services to international students through its Gordon-Zeto Center for Global Education. Its director, Dr. Dimeji Togunde, says Spelman’s growing international student population creates both an opportunity and responsibility for the College. “We need to be very strategic and deliberate in programs and initiatives that aid in their integration and academic success at Spelman,” says Dr. Togunde, who spearheaded the launch of a one-to-one mentoring program where faculty members volunteer to provide guidance to international students. “This requires a concerted effort that is grounded in collaborative relationships among various [campus] offices.”

As the Andrew Young Scholars become acclimated to U.S. culture and their classwork, being so far from the familiar—their family, friends and homes—may be a bit challenging. But for these talented young women, the sacrifices are already well worth the rewards. Daphney Sihwa, C’2017, is an aspiring public health nutritionist. “It is my hope that I make the best out of everything I do,” says Sihwa. “My first intention is to educate the people from my country about diets they are supposed to engage in with the intention of creating a healthy Zimbabwe.”

As she well knows, educating others starts with educating herself.

Forty international students walked through the Spelman gates in the fall of 2013—the highest number of international students in the College’s history.
Danielle Gaitor, C’2015, made the first move. One day in the spring of 2013, she came to see Dr. Rosalind Gregory-Bass, C’92, to ask about her research on cancer biology.

Gaitor was interested in Spelman’s Howard Hughes Medical Institute research grants and thought her first-year biology professor would be a good mentor for summer research.

“When Danielle approached me and told me what her interests were, I thought it would be a good fit,” says Dr. Gregory-Bass, assistant professor in the department of biology. “I was very aware of her work ethic and her passion about science so I thought she would not only truly benefit from research but also have an appreciation of it.”

Dr. Gregory-Bass was right. Gaitor applied for and received a Howard Hughes Medical Institute grant to spend the summer in Dr. Gregory-Bass’ lab. The HHMI four-year, $1 million grant to Spelman provides biomedical research and career-related opportunities for faculty and students. So instead of spending the summer volunteering in a hospital in her hometown of Nassau, Bahamas, Gaitor spent full and enriching workdays contributing to her mentor’s research on why some cancers resist standard therapeutic treatments.

This wasn’t an opportunity for Gaitor only. “Having students in the lab has truly been rewarding for me,” says Dr. Gregory-Bass. “Oftentimes women and women of color have steered away from doing research. But it is great when I’m able to break it down for them step by step and watch them gain that same love for asking questions and coming up with answers. They motivate me to learn more.”

And Dr. Gregory-Bass made sure that Gaitor was learning by watching, doing and teaching. “Danielle would see us do a particular procedure, then she would have to do it the next time around, and then she’d teach our volunteer research assistant,” says Dr. Gregory-Bass.

By the end of the summer, Gaitor had implemented a cell biology study and come up with preliminary results. She’s now working to confirm her findings and will have the opportunity to present her work at an upcoming conference.

For Gaitor, the lessons of the lab were wide-ranging. “I learned how to read scientific literature,” she says. “I learned common laboratory techniques. I was able to use scientific equipment efficiently. I improved my oral and written communication.” She knows these skills will help her as she looks toward studying neurological sciences in the future.

Both women are thankful for the opportunity to spend the summer learning and working together through the HHMI grant. “Grants like this truly impact not just individual research projects but also the training of future scientists,” says Dr. Gregory-Bass. “We can send students out better prepared because they’ve had a hands-on experience at such an early stage in their academic career.”

Recognizing this level of career-related research is rare for young undergraduates at liberal arts colleges, Gaitor is even more appreciative of the opportunity. “It was truly a life-changing experience working under the mentorship of Dr. Gregory-Bass,” she says. “Her confidence in science and research encouraged me to be confident as well.”
G-STEM was established in 2010 with a five-year, $1.25 million National Science Foundation grant, giving Spelman the distinction of being the first historically Black college or university to receive such funding. More than 50 G-STEM scholars have traveled abroad to 12 different foreign countries. By 2015, a total of 106 STEM students will have gained international research experience abroad.
“Our main goal and emphasis was to have a way for adult women to return to college and get a degree. We were really harkening back to the origins of Spelman’s beginnings, because in that first Spelman class, there were really 10 women and one girl.”

→ Dr. Pauline E. Drake (right) connects with Kesha Gay, C’2012, a Pauline E. Drake Scholar and one of the numerous Spelman women she’s mentored over the years.
The Spelman education of Pauline Drake, C’54, started early—age 2, to be exact. It was 1939 and few nursery schools were open to African-American children in Atlanta. The nursery at Spelman was one of the rare exceptions. By then, Drake’s family was already sold on Spelman, since both of her grandmothers had attended the College a half-century earlier.

But no one could have anticipated that 74 years later, Drake’s life would still be so interconnected with Spelman’s own growth. After all, there’s her standing as a revered alumna. There’s Drake’s 34 years of service as a faculty member and dean: directing first-year studies, teaching education classes and coordinating faculty development. And there’s her greatest pride: the way her work in continuing education cleared the way for nontraditional students, mature learners, to begin or complete their college studies and obtain a degree from Spelman.

Drake’s legacy lives on in the program that bears her name: the Pauline E. Drake Scholars Program for nontraditional students, which was started under her leadership in the early 1980s.

“Our main goal and emphasis was to have a way for adult women to return to college and get a degree,” says Drake. “We were really harkening back to the origins of Spelman’s beginnings, because in that first Spelman class, there were really 10 women and one girl. It wasn’t long since slavery was abolished and there were still so many in the community who could not read or write. Many of the women were mature women.”

As Drake began working with adult learners at Spelman who were also juggling families and jobs, she grew to deeply respect their determination. “The students really show so much persistence and have so much potential,” she says of the scholars in the program, which has received $250,000 in tuition support since 2009 from the Bernard Osher Foundation that has also endowed a scholarship with a $1 million gift. “It’s inspirational to be in their company and hear them describe the situations they saw as challenges but which they’ve been able to overcome.”

And while Drake is now retired, she still comes to campus to welcome new Pauline E. Drake Scholars, and then returns to celebrate their graduations. She also continues to provide financial gifts to the school. “When I started working at Spelman, of course, I knew more directly about the needs,” says Drake, who began her philanthropy to Spelman when she was the president of the Cleveland chapter of the College’s alumnae association in the 1960s. Now as a program’s namesake, she says, “It means I have a certain level of responsibility to support the program financially and help students with scholarships.” Her commitment to Spelman is a responsibility she’s glad to continue fulfilling.
DEFY
The Odds
Extraordinary opportunity spurs visionary leadership

Scan to learn more about Rosalind Gates Brewer Scholars
Breanna Wilkerson, C’2015, takes little for granted: not her life, her family, her future, and certainly not her Spelman education.

In a life marked by upheaval, as a teen, Wilkerson began dreaming of something nobody in her family had achieved: a college education. After all, she already knew she wanted a career in public health researching the incidence and treatment of HIV/AIDS among women of color, after the premature death of her mother from the disease.

“I found Spelman through my own research,” says the San Antonio, Texas, native who lived with her grandmother to avoid foster care placement. “I didn’t know anybody that went to Spelman.” While balancing high school and, along with her brother, taking care of their disabled grandmother, Wilkerson learned of Spelman’s top ranking for African-American women going into healthcare professions. She applied, was accepted, and packed her bags for Atlanta.

“I was in a bad place,” she remembers. “I can’t get any private loans because I’m independent, and I don’t have a co-signer or any real credit…. The [Rosalind Gates] Brewer Scholarship saved my education.”

It’s been two years now since Wilkerson arrived on campus. These days, she continues to exemplify a purpose-filled life. The professors guiding her women’s studies major and public health minor recognize her hard work. What may not be as visible is her focus outside of the classroom in her work as a resident adviser, her service on her class council, her position as a social justice associate, and her commitment to Spelman’s Student Health Associates and Peer Educators organization also known as SHAPE.

Wilkerson has also found time and energy to start a Spelman chapter of GlobeMed, the first such chapter on the campus of a historically Black college or university. “It’s a grassroots organization with a mission to end healthcare disparities in underserved communities,” she explains. Through GlobeMed, Wilkerson will partner with a community in Kumasi, Ghana, on a public health intervention.

“These purposeful students are on a mission. But as first-generation students they face several challenges, including carrying a lot of responsibility,” says Spelman board chair Rosalind Gates Brewer, who established a scholarship to support students like Wilkerson. “When they think the odds are against them, I think they’re in their favor because they are fighters. Nine times out of ten these students are breaking the mold when they come to Spelman College.”

And while most students worry about grades, Wilkerson’s path has also involved finding solutions to very real concerns about money. In the middle of spring semester last year, she thought she wouldn’t be able to continue at Spelman because of financing. “I was in a bad place,” she remembers. “I can’t get any private loans because I’m independent, and I don’t have a co-signer or any real established credit.”

Wilkerson had begun packing her bags to leave when she learned she’d received a Rosalind Gates Brewer Scholarship, one of nine annual grants (eight at $10,000 and one at $20,000) established by the chair of Spelman’s board of trustees and renewable each year. “I was thankful and blessed,” she says of the scholarship, which is awarded to first-generation college students. “The Brewer Scholarship saved my education. I don’t know what I would have done or where I would have gone.” Instead of leaving Spelman, she was able to dive back into her coursework.

Grateful, Wilkerson sees scholarships not just as important in her life but as an important equalizer in the world of education: “They allow students who come from underserved communities to have the same chance as those around them, dispelling the assumption that you have to be rich to be smart.”

85% Last year, more than 85 percent of Spelman students received some form of financial assistance to support their enrollment and success.
For the 2012-2013 academic year, almost 1,000 Spelman students—nearly half of the student population—reported participating in 22,515 hours of community service through the Bonner Office of Community Service and Student Development. As one of the College’s priorities, service has been part of Spelman since its beginnings and is reflected in its mission to create lifelong servant leaders. From interning with the Shepherd Poverty Immersion Program to volunteering with HIV/AIDS organizations during alternative spring break trips and participating in Earth Week activities and the Girls Leadership Institute, students are engaged in service learning, which is integrated throughout their curriculum, enhancing their scholarship, civic engagement and leadership experiences.
Service at Spelman
The 2013 Reunion classes set a high bar for alumnae giving. Bringing in a collective $1,415,100, these alumnae raised one of the largest Reunion gift amounts on record.

Philanthropy Award Recipients:

**Most Significant Class Gift: Class of 1963**
This award is given to the class that raises the most gifts since the beginning of the College’s most current fiscal year. The Class of 1963 gave $343,519.

**Most Significant Class Pledge: Class of 1968**
This award is given to the class that raises the most documented pledged gifts. The Class of 1968 committed to provide $78,192 in gifts.

**Outstanding Class Participation:**
**Classes of 1963, 1988 and 1953**
This award is given to the classes with the highest percentage of alumnae who make outright gifts to Spelman College. This year, the top three classes were 1963 with 53 percent, 1988 with 52 percent, and 1953 with 51 percent.

**Outstanding Cumulative Class Gift: Class of 1988**
This award is given to the class with the highest total contributions to the College since its last reunion year. The Class of 1988 has given $121,345.
Based on fiscal year giving July 1, 2012–June 30, 2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Year</th>
<th>Alumnae Giving 2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'74</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'75</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'76</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'77</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'78</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'79</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'80</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'81</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'82</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'83</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'84</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'85</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'86</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'87</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'88</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'89</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'90</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'91</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'92</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'93</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'94</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'95</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'96</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'97</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'98</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'99</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'00</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'01</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'02</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'03</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'04</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'05</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'06</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'07</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'08</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'09</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'10</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'11</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'12</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2012-2013 FUNDRAISING HIGHLIGHTS

2013 DONORS BY CATEGORY

- FOUNDATIONS: 28%
- TRUSTEES: 25%
- CORPORATIONS: 12%
- ALUMNAE: 17%
- FRIENDS: 12%
- ORGANIZATIONS: 5%
- PARENTS, STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF: 1%

FY13 CONTRIBUTIONS: $15,522,389
DONORS: 7,135
CAMPAIGN TOTAL: $139,559,667
ALUMNAE DONORS: 5,728

TOP 10 WOMEN'S COLLEGES

- Spelman College: 37%
- St. Mary's College, Indiana: 29%
- Hollins University: 31%
- Sweet Briar College: 32%
- Mount Holyoke College: 35%
- Smith College: 35%
- Bryn Mawr College: 39%
- Agnes Scott College: 41%
- Scripps College: 43%
- Wellesley College: 46%

AVERAGE OF 2011 AND 2012 ALUMNAE PARTICIPATION, U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT (most recent available)
If you want to know why I support Spelman, look no further than first-generation college student Breanna Wilkerson, C’2015. Last year, in between classes, she founded a chapter of the global health nonprofit GlobeMed at Spelman (the first at a historically Black college or university); worked as an adviser in her residence hall; and served on her class council. Read more about Breanna in our story on leadership on page 13.

I created the Brewer Scholarship for first-generation Spelman students like Breanna, whose journey reminds me of my own. That struggle is familiar to so many of my Spelman sisters, women who just needed a little help to move closer to their dreams.

I thank you for your gifts to Spelman because I know our contributions are often the deciding factor between a student dropping out or registering for the next semester’s classes. Because of your generous contributions to the Campaign for Spelman College, young women with extraordinary potential have benefitted from a transformative educational experience and are making an impact on the world.

Philanthropic support of our talented students makes all the difference. Of the $15,522,389 contributed by 7,135 donors in FY13, $1,891,897 in gifts were made by 5,728 alumnae, a participation rate of 34 percent.

The more we give, the more resources there are to enhance Spelman’s traditions of educational excellence, leadership development and community involvement. Purposeful students like Breanna appreciate the opportunities made possible by the $139,559,767 in total contributions you’ve invested in the Campaign as of June 30, 2013.

Every gift makes it possible for Breanna and her classmates to pursue their passions. Each gift from an alumna also brings us closer to our goal of 50 percent alumnae participation, a sisterly example of our commitment to educate the best and the brightest.

Thank you to the entire Spelman community—alumnae, friends, parents, faculty and staff—for making the impact that allows our students to do the same.

Sincerely,

Rosalind Gates Brewer, C’84
Chair, Board of Trustees
Spelman College
With The Campaign for Spelman College nearing completion, the magnitude of its impact throughout our entire community cannot be overstated. This groundbreaking Campaign has bolstered the areas of focus highlighted in the College’s strategic plan and funded critical initiatives that have shaped Spelman’s curriculum, landscape and a newly invigorated culture of philanthropy.

Since the Campaign’s launch, supporters have contributed $46,416,186 for scholarships, $40,963,990 for faculty and academic programs, $25,837,114 for the annual fund, inclusive of in-kind gifts, and $26,382,377 for campus environment.

The generosity of alumnae and friends has enhanced study abroad programs that will give students the required international perspective to succeed in the global marketplace, provided opportunities for research that will help fill the pipeline of African-American women in STEM careers, fostered connections that will benefit them throughout their lives, cultivated skills that will allow them to successfully navigate their professional endeavors, and helped them to be servant leaders in their communities.

One particular pride point for the College is that alumnae giving has grown from 21 percent at the Campaign’s inception to 34 percent today, peaking at 41 percent in 2011. “The final, and most meaningful, milestone would be for us to achieve 50 percent alumnae participation,” said Kassandra Jolley, vice president, Institutional Advancement. “The impact of that level of collective alumnae giving would place Spelman in rare air amongst our counterparts at other private, liberal arts women’s colleges and historically Black institutions.”

Such significant financial commitment to Spelman by its graduates—a noticeable endorsement to others—encourages giving from faculty, staff, friends, corporations and foundations.

Collectively your gifts allow the College to continue serving its mission of being a global leader in educating women of African descent through academic excellence and intellectual, creative, ethical and leadership development. Your support inspires Spelman women to commit to a life of positive social change. The work of their lives is your impact. Thank you.
Spelman College gratefully acknowledges the following contributors for providing a solid foundation of support for The Campaign for Spelman College. Recognition period July 1, 2004–June 30, 2013.

$20,000,000 and above
Ronda E. Stryker & William Johnston

$5,000,000–$9,999,999
Theodore R. & Barbara B. Arenson

Corporations, Foundations, Organizations & Trusts
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation Joseph B. Whitehead Foundation United Negro College Fund, Inc./UNCF Special Projects Corporation
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Atlantic Philanthropies
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Individuals
Annie R. & Clarence Avant

Corporations, Foundations, Organizations & Trusts
Atlantic Philanthropies

$25,000–$49,999
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Anonymous

Corporations, Foundations, Organizations & Trusts
Bank of America Foundation/ BMW of North America, Inc.

$10,000–$24,999
Individuals
Anonymous

Corporations, Foundations, Organizations & Trusts
Bank of New York Mellon

$5,000–$9,999
Individuals
Anonymous

Corporations, Foundations, Organizations & Trusts
Bank of New York Mellon

$1,000–$4,999
Individuals
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Corporations, Foundations, Organizations & Trusts
Bank of New York Mellon
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Bank of New York Mellon
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Corporations, Foundations, Organizations & Trusts
Bank of New York Mellon

Giving levels reflect Campaign gift commitments received during the period July 1, 2004–June 30, 2013.
LIFETIME SOCIETIES

BENEFACENTS SOCIETY
Anonymous
Theodore R. Aronson & Barbara B. Aronson
Anne Cox Chambers
Camille O. Cosby
William H. Cosby
Jerri L. DeVard, C'79
Bradley T. Sheares & Adrienne Simmons
Ronda E. Stryker & William Johnston
Oprah Winfrey

HERITAGE SOCIETY
Anonymous
Laura & Richard Chasin
Steve & Marjorie Harvey
LaTanya Richardson Jackson, C'71 & Samuel J. Lackson
Yvonne R. Jackson, C'70
Charles E. Morrison, Jr.
Vicki R. Palmer & John Palmer
Jon Stryker
Beverly Daniel Tatum & Travis Tatum

HARRELD-GRANDSON SOCIETY
Anonymous (2)
Hank & Bilhya Aaron
Jacqueline A. & Clarence Avant
Jean J. Beaudin
Rosiland Gates Brewer, C'86 & John Brewer
Janine Brown
John & Rosemary Brown
Johnnetta B. Cole
Alice Gaston Combs, C'53 & Julius V. Combs
Steve & Marjorie Harvey
LaTanya Richardson Jackson, C'71 & Samuel J. Lackson
Gwendolyn & Peter Norton
Vicki R. & John E. Palmer
Bradley T. Sheares & Adrienne Simmons
Ronda E. Stryker & William Johnston

NELLIE BREWER RENDRER SOCIETY
Anonymous
Beverly Colwell Adams, C'74
Delia Alberta Adams, C'80
J. Veronica Biggs, C'88 & Franklin N. Briggs
Janine Brown
John Brown
Joy San Walker Brown, C'52 (dec.)
Lucinda W. Bunnew
Frederick E. Burks
Donald Cathy
Brenda Hill Cole, C'63
Donald A. Coldwell
Jerri L. DeVard, C'79
Pauline E. Drake, C'58
Maxwell & Connie Gilliam
Laurel Hood Hill, C'84
Barbara J. Holland
Robert & Barbara Holland Jr.
Barbara Holland
John K. Hurtley
Rose Harris Johnson, C'57

ANNUAL SOCIETIES

TRUSTEE LEADERSHIP CIRCLE
Theodore R. & Barbara B. Aronson
Rosiland Gates Brewer, C'86 & John Brewer
Mary Rockett Brock & John F. Brock
Anne Cox Chambers
Alice Gaston Combs, C'53 & Julius V. Combs
Steve & Marjorie Harvey
LaTanya Richardson Jackson, C'71 & Samuel J. Lackson
Gwendolyn & Peter Norton
Vicki R. & John E. Palmer
Bradley T. Sheares & Adrienne Simmons
Ronda E. Stryker & William Johnston

GIFT SOCIETIES

Based on fiscal year giving July 1, 2012–June 30, 2013

Legend

True Blue Society
Names in blue have given for five or more consecutive years.

• Century Club
$100–$249

> Second Century Club
$250–$499

% Founders Club
$500–$999

# President's Society
$1,000–$9,999

# Nellie Brewer Rendrer Society
$10,000–$49,999

# Trustee Leadership Circle
$50,000 and up

Terry L. Jones & Marcelita A. Jones
Darnita R. Killian, C'79
Eugene M. Lang
Audrey Forbes Manley, C'55
Allen & Sally McDaniel
Gwendolyn Adams Norton & Paton Norton
Steven C. Rockefeler
Bette Lovejoy Scott, C'57
Jonathon Smith & Sherrill Blalock
Jack Saltel
Michele Walker, C'65
Valerie Rockefeler Wayne
George T. Wein

Beverly Daniel Tatum & Travis Tatum
Colleen Janessa Taylor, C'90
Israel W. Thomas Jr.
Andrea Abrams Turner, C'86
Mary Brock Waters, C'66

PRESIDENT'S SOCIETY
Anonymous
Raven T. Abdul-Aleem, C'2004 & Zaid Abdul-Aleem
Delicia & Julius S. Abur-Rahim
Josella Thomas Abrams, C'85
Stacey Y. Abrams, C'95
Marjorie Ramsey Adams, C'48
Azali A. Aiken-Odom, C'74
June McDonald Aldridge, C'53
Jonathan Smith & Sherrill Blalock
*

ANNUAL SOCIETIES

NELLIE BREWER RENDRER SOCIETY
Anonymous
Beverly Colwell Adams, C'74
Delia Alberta Adams, C'80
J. Veronica Biggs, C'88 & Franklin N. Briggs
Janine Brown
John Brown
Joy San Walker Brown, C'52 (dec.)
Lucinda W. Bunnew
Frederick E. Burks
Donald Cathy
Brenda Hill Cole, C'63
Donald A. Coldwell
Jerri L. DeVard, C'79
Pauline E. Drake, C'58
Maxwell & Connie Gilliam
Laurel Hood Hill, C'84
Barbara J. Holland
Robert & Barbara Holland Jr.
Barbara Holland
John K. Hurtley
Rose Harris Johnson, C'57

LaKeysha Brooks, C'98
Martha Finn Brooks
Oliver Brooks Jr.
Charlyn Harper Brown, C'71
SannaGai A. Brown, C'83
Shavondela Alene Brown, C'94
Tiffany C. Brown, C'2001
Andrea Barnwell Brownlee, C'93 & Edward L. Brownelee
Jeanette Faucette Brumrell, C'68
Barbara A. Burgess, C'78
Mary B. Burke
Myra Burnett
Sophia Lewis Burns, C'84
Maria Earl Burrell, C'83
Kalili Virginia Burroughs, C'99
Debra Jean Cameron, C'73
Emma Hardnett Bush, C'51
Andrea J. Butler, C'2001
B. LaConeya Butler, C'56
Teree Caldwell-Johnson, C'78
Michelle Bonita Calhoun, C'88
W. Byron Calhoun
John F. Callahan
Myla Brown Capers, C'98
Yvonne Arnold Carey, C'60
Vanessa & Karen Cayrey-Filmore
Bonnie C. Carter, C'89 & Michael L. Carter
Juanita Robinson Carter, C'66
Marie Lue Carter, C'99
Carolyn Jones Carmichael, C'69
Lindy Kaye Champion-Young, C'73
Barbara A. Chandler, C'63
Dobbie & Jeff Chapman
Tiffany Pearcy Chimikis, C'2001
Laura & Richard Chasin
Shirleie Bartalette Chatman, C'58
Blessed Chukwuorie-Jekike, C'96
Barbara L. Clark, C'68
Debra Clawson-Jackson, C'87
Ruby Handspike Clay, C'54
Yocunda D. Claynton, C'95
Marsha Harris Clement, C'68
Amy Dawn Clevenson, C'98
Mildred Ponder Cross, C'63
Johnnetta B. Cole
Stephanie Green Cole, C'83
Bolinda Patton Coleman, C'83
Kimbrell Mangrum Collin, C'91
Melanie Beatrice Cooper, C'87
Sylvia Fields Cook, C'58
Carolita Jones Cope, C'81
Angela Birch Cox, C'81
Roslyn Moore Crisp, C'79
Tracese Britt-Crittenden, C'90
Deborah Peek Crockett, C'66
Teressa Cummings
Gloria Cunningham-Sneed, C'91
Claudette Chapman-Cureton, C'51
Janet Saunders Curnes, C'90
Ann Q. Curry
Betty Lovett Dabney, C'56
Deborah Lynn Dallam, C'78
Dorothy Merlene Daniels, C'68
Maeav K. Darcy, C'93
Jacquelyn Shivers Daniel, C'60
Carol Marie Daniels, C'73
Cathy Daniels, C'83
Debra Golden Datcher, C'74
Candra Michelle Davis, C'96
Deanna Davis, C'57
Gloria Watts Davis, C'60
HattieMae Parks Davis, C'47
James H. Davis, N
June Davis, C'61

Rehema Safiya Davis, C'2002
Ruth A. Davis, C'65
Shana Word Davis, C'98
Tamaria Kai Perry Davis, C'2001
Cari K. Dawson
Hazel D. Dean, C'83
Tanya D. Dean, C'87
LaJoye H. Debro, C'64
Tomika Michelle DePriest, C'89
Tara L. DeYampter, C'86
Bernadette Yonne Dickinson, C'75
Bridgett Doggs, C'65
Mary Lynne Doggs, C'77
Edwina Wilson Dovins, C'83
Charlotte Dixon
Lisa Annette Dixon, C'86
Heidi Funk
Jennifer BryantDosson, C'74
Jaine D. Douglas, C'87
Leslie Douglas-Churchwell, C'81
Malaika Alyse Dowell, C'94
Andria Marie Dowling, C'94
Heather BRANDENBERG Duggin, C'2000
Danyelle A. Dumas, C'91
Mary Johnson Durmonds-Willet, C'49
Bettie J. Durrum, C'63
Iwlementia Dye, C'83
Brooke Jones Edmond, C'91
Barbara Dancy Edwards, C'69
Karen Denise Edwards, C'73
Laura Elam, C'85 & Curtis Evans
ElderMae Smith Elder, C'10
Pamela Garrett Elliott, C'71
Carrie L. Ellis, C'97
Laura English-Robinson, C'69
Laticia Marcia Engram, C'92
Anita Estella
Timothy Elson Sr.
Carolyn Evans-Shabazz, C'76
Gwendolyn Harris Everett, C'73
Shirley McCoy Fannings, C'76
Christine King Farris, C'48
Barbara Henry Ferguson, C'65
Diane Prather Ferguson, C'72
Tiffany P. Few, C'93
Helen Maxine Fields, C'61
Sarah Moritt Finley, C'68
Phyllis Dansby Fischer, C'54
Robert D. Flanagan Jr.
Adrienne Patrice Floyd, C'2002
Virginia Marie Floyd, C'73
Erika L. Ford-Peavey, C'91
Wilma A. Foreman, C'81
Elizabeth Bryan Fortson, C'57
Johnnie Hunter Foxworth, C'43
Mildie Bourne French, C'58
Keilana Marie Frank, C'2005
Nicole Martin Franks, C'95
Marla F. Frederick, C'94
Holly Johnson Fratz, C'77
Dawn Hawkset, C'78
Erika J. Gardner, C'93
Zenobia S. Gardner, C'69
Gwendolyn Walker Garrison, C'54
Kyndria Kelllogg Garth, C'95
Hillary Woodson Gaskins, C'52
Gloria Singleton Gaston, C'70
Mona Norman Generett, C'93
Jean Wildborn George, C'62
Pamela Yonne George, C'82
Nita Du Reil Gilbert, C'90
Della Foster Gill, C'51
Julia Martin Gilmore, C'59
Angelique DeFord Gloster, C'85 & Hugo Gloster Jr.
Angela Yvonne Glaver, C'93
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Forward Thinker
Trojanell Bordenave-Wilson, C’74

Giving to Spelman means “paying it forward” through investing in the education of African-American women. The philanthropic endeavors of those that came before me are what allowed me to have the experience of attending Spelman. I want to do the same for our future generations. Spelman provided me with an exceptional education and fostered a sense of sisterhood that is still present in my life 40 years later.
ALUMNAE GIVING

Based on fiscal year giving July 1, 2012–June 30, 2013

1935 Amount: $100 Participation Rate: 33% Elva Thomas Foster *
1937 Amount: $295 Participation Rate: 43% Emily Brown Jones Johnipher Davis Mizell Cartline Goudy Thomas * (dec.)
1938 Amount: $1,050 Participation Rate: 38% Celeste Taylor Billings Alberta Elizabeth Thomas * Alice Holmes Washington %
1939 Amount: $25 Participation Rate: 14% Annie Donner Harris
1940 Amount: $2,200 Participation Rate: 55% Marjorie Ramey Adams # Dorothy Noble Birdcotte * (dec.)
1941 Amount: $803 Participation Rate: 77% Anonymous Edith Arnold Hambrock % Alpha Valerie Hines Westbrook *
1942 Amount: $3,617 Participation Rate: 29% Emma Broekens Bailey # Rosa Linder Benton * Eleanor Bell Coote % Alfred White Smith * Helen Starr Smith *
1943 Amount: $2,500 Participation Rate: 41% Annie Waller Bertlack Austella Walden Colley * Martha Brock Crews % Johnnie Hunter Fexworth % Florence Irving Francis % Elizabeth G. King % Annie Jewell Moore *
1944 Amount: $5,175 Participation Rate: 29% Marella Alma Holman * Annie Laura Cameron Johnson * Dei Eagan Jupiter * Charlotte Linder Perry % Norma Payton Reid % Roberta Brooks Shaw % Carolyn Taylor Thomas % Inez Collier Walker * Lula Pearl Lundy Whatley *
1945 Amount: $1,250 Participation Rate: 29% Irene Parrin Yell Curtis * Lois Brayton Dabney Vivian White Goodson Eleanor Bryson Jackson * Annie Brown Kennedy * Ansonia Campbell Wallis *
1946 Amount: $37,470 Participation Rate: 43% Maxine Baker-Jackson % Willie Louise Grier Barker Joyce Cooper Bobs * Mary Stephens Dansby * Mary T. Fannings * Ruth Davis Payne % Gussie C. Davis Phillips Virginia Buck Prathar * Christine W. Robinson % Charlotte Arnold Russell Grace McKeev Scoio % Gloria Crawford Sims % Josephine Jackson Smith % Harritt Barker White Evangly Spann Young *
1947 Amount: $41,405 Participation Rate: 40% Amanda Keith Bailey * Rosetta Wimberly Clements % Hattimarre Parks Davis #
1948 Amount: $2,147 Participation Rate: 24% Esther Perrin Bivens June Dobbs Butts * Jacqueline Larkins Crook * Christine King Farris % Naomi Cole Johnson % Lydia Jones Neasman %
1949 Amount: $12,210 Participation Rate: 51% Elise Dunn Cain * Betty R. Campbell * Evelyn Willis Chisolm % Ruby Singleton Cooke % Geraldine Thomas Rawls % Margaret Ann Robbins % Barbara Longhoud Seymour % Eric Howard Weston % Muriel Ketchum Yarbrough *
1950 Amount: $93,705 Participation Rate: 57% June McDonald Aldridge Helen M. Bell % Jeanette Bryant Bell % Jeanete Bryant Blackmon % Hazel Hargrove Brown % Alice Gaston Combs * Iwilla Dawson Echols % Jean McArthur Gray-Weston % Alma Boswell Hayward % Virginia McKinney Henderson % Dora A. Foushee Hodges % Cleopatra W. Johnson % Mable Lumpkin Johnson % Katherine Griffin Keith % Dorothy White LeBlanc % Barbara Halloway Lee % June Thaler Martin % Marilyn Miller Davis Mitchell % Ruby Tolbert Richards % Johnny H. Wilson Romero % Jean Larue Foster Scott % Wilomine Few Sparkes % Jacqueline J. Wellington-Moore % Catherine Talmadge Willis *
1951 Amount: $16,190 Participation Rate: 55% Lilla Strong Arnold % Emma Jean Bell % Juel Pate Borders-Benson % Gloria Price Bryant % Ruby Handschke Clay % Laura M. Williams Collins *
1952 Amount: $12,935 Participation Rate: 41% Gloria Austin Lovelace Baldwin Dorothy Wynne Dawkins % Lola Ann Blasingame Evans % Evelyn Turner Ford % Loretta Edleman Gordon % Shirley Staton Henderson % Clara Elizabeth Flagg Johnson % Pauline Love-Gaines Emma Jean Franklin Moreland Bess Nixon Reynolds % Beverly Jeanne Thomas % Doretha Mitchell Traylor % Marion Shepherd Ware % Barbara Ingram Whitaker % Willis Smith Wilmum * Elta Webb Young *
1953 Amount: $9,705 Participation Rate: 57% June McDonald Aldridge Helen M. Bell % Jeanette Bryant Bell % Jeanete Bryant Blackmon % Hazel Hargrove Brown % Alice Gaston Combs * Iwilla Dawson Echols % Jean McArthur Gray-Weston % Alma Boswell Hayward % Virginia McKinney Henderson % Dora A. Foushee Hodges % Cleopatra W. Johnson % Mable Lumpkin Johnson % Katherine Griffin Keith % Dorothy White LeBlanc % Barbara Halloway Lee % June Thaler Martin % Marilyn Miller Davis Mitchell % Ruby Tolbert Richards % Johnny H. Wilson Romero % Jean Larue Foster Scott % Wilomine Few Sparkes % Jacqueline J. Wellington-Moore % Catherine Talmadge Willis *
1954 Amount: $1,036 Participation Rate: 67% Catherine Minor Allen % Kay Jett Baker % Vivian Clements Baldwin % Barbara Atkinson Barham % Gloria S. Bibbs % Gloria Strong Boyd % Joyce Conley Brown % Bernice Woolfolk Bufford % Carrie Buggs % B. Laconya Butler % Geraldine Manly Cheek % Dorothy Gibson Cobb % Carolyn Bailey Collins % Mary Jean Cooper Betty Lovett Dabney % L. Rita Dixon % Doris Hendricks Freeman % Gene E. Gary-Williams % Alexine Clement Jackson % Helen Callaway Jackson % Jean Clark Kelly % Mary Madison % Charlotte Butler McAfee Rosa Lee Nichols % Zanthia Bush Norwood % Doris Alberta Patterson % Susie Blasingame Pearson % Patricia Stout Powell % Margaret Fay Wise Ross % Patricia Moody Sewing % Joyce R. Sheltone Sylvia Beverly Stanford % Geraldine P. Stephens-Burton % Doris Robinon Van Putten % Hulda A. Wilson Darlene Yarbrough-Morgan *

Legend
True Blue Society
Names in blue have given for five or more consecutive years.
* Century Club $100–$249
› Second Century Club $250–$499
% Founders Club $500–$999
# President’s Society $1,000–$9,999
^ Nellie Brewer Render Society $10,000–$49,999
~ Trustee Leadership Circle $50,000 and up
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Barbara Garlington Carrier * 
Marian Theresa Ezzard *
Jean Strickland Fleming *
Julia Martin Gilmore #
Helen Kerr Hall #
Elizabeth O’Kelley Harper
Dorothea Carthers Henderson *
Lillie D. Hobbs #
Irene Stokes Ingram *
Sara Jean Jackson-Moore
Barbara D. King #Peek
Eva Thomas Kinsey *
Marilyn Francis Krigger 
Jane Bond Moore *
Arminta Partridge Owens &
Ann Yates Patridge
Dorothea Coleman Pay #
Janie Owens Peeters *
Margaret Tucker Shellhart *
Theresa Wiggins Shelds #
Dorothy Robinson Tucker 
Patricia Carter Walker *
Frances Glover Weaver *
Jamie Johnson White *
Minnie Boyer Woodruff *

Josephine Jackson Neal *
Gertrude C. Norman *
Emma Walker Parks *
Marva F. Pigges *
Jimmie Hughes Raines %
Doris Shelby-Devis
Theora E. Smith *
Angela A. Taylor *
Eleanor Jeannette Tinnon
Carolyn N. Stinson Traylor *
Gwendolyn Lawson Williams *

1962
Amount: $8,922
Participation Rate: 37%
Patricia Battle Austin *
Barbara Adams Carney *
Patricia White Chatard %
Barbara Y. Coles *
Clara Dodson Delaney
Alice Doanes *
Betty Howell Dunaway *
Dorothy Clemens Fletcher *
Idella R. Fryar *
Alma Willis Fulton *
Jean Wilborn George *
Gwendolyn Wales Hathaway *
Annette Y. Huffman *
Maggie Patricienne Hurd *
Carolyn E. Jackson
Henrietta Laster Jones *
Dorothy A. Kelsey *
Betty Clifton Little *
Queen Green Love
Lula Arney McGarity *
Mary Ellis Odum
Barbara Brackett Petty *
Clarice L. Cooke Pratt *
Joyce C. Rockwell *
Frances Smith
Wendolyn Shivers Stacks *
Anna Hankerson Thornton *
Emily Cuby Eberhardt Vincent *

Estrelita Holloway Smith
Dorothy Myers Stepean *[dec]
Lana Joyce Taylor-Sims *
Angela Owen Terry *
Elinor Smith Tootle *
Robbie Welch Christler Tourse *
Carolyn Wilis Trammell *
Bronwen Unthank *
Barbara Bursey Williams *
Hattie Shannon Williams *
Margaret Woodard Woods *

1964
Amount: $14,042
Participation Rate: 52%
Mary Reeder Abrams *
Barbara Harrington Barnes
Claire M. Bates *
Gloria Knowles Bell *
Joann Henderson Berry
Genevieve Lightfoot Brazier *
Sandra Hawkins Burden
LaJoyce H. Dobro #
Ann J. Drake-Latimer *
Carolyn Wyatt Drakeford
Lois Turner Dunlap
Betty Wilson Durden *
Dorothy Jenkins Fields *
Louise Steward Fisher *
Elinor Atkins Fowler *
Sadie Beasly Gray *
Barbara Jean Gresham
Betty Jean Hall #
Margaret Hampton %
Wendolyn Murphy Harding
Earnestine Wideman Harris *
Mary Davis Hawkins *
Janice Craig Hartsfield *
Katie Reeves Hines
Eleanor Hoyt %
Edwina Palmer Hunter %
Bernetta Joshua Johnson *
Charlotte Mize Johnson *
Anneke Chaney Jones
Earnestineaster Jordan %
Mary Miss Joseph *
Marsha Goodwin Kee %
Nelda J. King *
Malinda Clark Logan *
Jeanne Terry Meadows %
Joan Andrews Mills
Joyce White Mills *
Deborah Dorsey Mitchell
Carrie Davis Mobley
Laura Virginia Morgan *
Joyce H. Nottingham *
Ophelia Gilbert Richards *
Pearlie Orr Sanders *
Willie Caruthers Sheltall %
Nessa A. Shelton
Dolores Young Strawbridge *
Shull Ballard Talley *
Georgianne Thomas
Elizabeth Parrell Warrick *
Yvonne Dolores Weatherly *
Vera Norma Whisenston *
Billie Pitts Williams *
Louisa Jackson Williams *
Valjean Elizabeth Williams %
Wihemena Richardson Williams %
Ridgely Renwick Worthy *

1965
Amount: $19,365
Participation Rate: 52%
Doris E. Bebee *
Dorothy Harden Borum
Patricia Howard Bowles-Carroll *
Aurelia E. Brazel %
C. Jean Whipple Brown *
Jane E. Brown *
Sandra L. Burton-Hughes *
Leila Potts Campbell *
Theresa H. Cox
Margaret P. Creacy
Karen Cooper Daniel *
Ruth A. Davis *
Dillie Freeman Dowdy *

Change Agent
Jasmine N. Edge, C’13

I give to Spelman because the College has given so much to me. Spelman has affirmed me, awakened my social consciousness, and equipped me to be an ethical leader driven to change the world. I commit to giving back to Spelman consistently so that women across the globe, including my students and future daughters, will be nurtured in ways that position them to become change agents in the world.
Barbara Henry Ferguson *
Vivienne Ann Ford Baker
Brewington %
Virginia Cotton Glass *
Dorothy J. Fuqua Grayson *
Edith A. Hammond *
Shirley Myers Hammond *
Mary Jane Hendrix *
Mary Franklin Hilliard *
Emma Allen Jackson *
Millie Gambill Jackson *
Queen Hardnett Jackson *
Evelyn Smith Jarrett *
Vernice Jenrette *
Leroina Stokes JOsey *
Karen Kerr Lehman *
Gloria Willis Lightfoot
Gwendolyn Ledbetter Lipscomb *
Sandra Marshall
Claire Prioleau McLeod %
Mary Ann Morris
Charlotte Harris Owens *
Willie Kemp Rice %
Alice Gosser Readus *
Marian V. Rucker-Shamu *
Marilyn Holt Sando *
Mary Dupre Sherman *
Mary C. Shivers *
Sylvia Inez Smit *
Blanche Carter Thrash *
Sandra Montgomery Tudos *
Delores Turner *
Carol R. Vieth *
Charles Etta White-Chavez *
Grace Kelly Williams *
Katie Mae Davis Zellars *

1966
Amount: $44,449
Participation Rate: 44%
Anne Harvey Allison *
Birdie Harris Anderson *
Pheobe Lydia Bailey *
Leila Sweet Blackburn *
Anita M. Bourne *
Helen Carrithers *
Juanita Robinson Carter *
Olga Cook Charles %
Frances Burnette Cleveland *
Deborah Peek Crockett *
Beverly Carroll Daniel %
Geraldine Davis *
Melba D. Davis *
Jewell Richardson Felder *
Mary McMullen Francis *
Brenda J. Groene *
Ralphine Thompson Hammett *
Beryl Chardart Harrgett *
Jessie Harris Jackson *
Elizabeth Jordan Johnson *
HeLEN Coleman Jones *
Michael Purify Jones *
Elizabeth Jordan-Johnson *
Linda Hayes King %
Jacquelyn Brown Lawson *
Charlotte Wyatt Lewis *
Maude Brown Lofton *
Angela Kinard Cloud *
Charlotte L. McConnell *
Bernice Dowdy McDaniel *
Doris Gause Parkman *
Michelle Hood Pondarros *
Victoria Joyner Phillips *
Connie Curry Phillips *
Marilyn O Bryan Robinson *
Judith Forrest Rufus *
Alice Comer Scott %
Camille Annette Smith *
Charrie Gardner Smith *

Paying It Forward
Dr. Evelyn Russell
I give because I was able to entrust Spelman with four formative years of my daughter’s life. With that, I have a responsibility to give back to afford other young ladies the opportunity to benefit from all that Spelman has to offer. While I do not give very large amounts, I feel small consistent gifts plus time can equal a lot. As an HBCU graduate, I feel a responsibility to support at whatever level that we can.

Barbara Holiday Harner %
Elizabeth Carol Haver Taylor *
Claretta Sampson Varner *
Elynor Alberto Williams *

1967
Amount: $9,911
Participation Rate: 59%
Anonymous
Joyce J. Akrigde *
Hilda Jenkins Allen
Marion Elizabeth Allen
Cheryl Birdchette-Pierce *
Mary Alice Blossomgame
Berneta McMillan Boddie *
Myrtle Putman Boddie *
Naomi Johnson Booker
Jacquelyn Ann Kirby Boyette *
Yvette Savoie Bradford *
Carlene Henderson Bradley
Rosalind Harris Brown *
Pamela Brown Bryant
Dorothy Render Butler
Dianne Wilson Caesar *
Carolotta Rhett Campbell
Marva Hope Carter *
Connie Johnson Cole
Kearen Boyd Crawford *
Cheryl Davis *
Barbara Harper Benson *
Joita McClary Dorsett
Frances Dyer *
Debra Houston Edwards *
Melba Elfreda Helder *
Jennelle Hopf
Regina Hughes Ingram
Willye Dorothy Johnson *
Andretie Peterson Jones *
Carol Bobbide Johnson *
Rita Chustz Jones
Maryann Smith Jordan *
Glenda Anderson Kirkland *
Thalia Gray Langley *
Deborah Keith Mack *
Augustine McDaniel *
Cynthia McGowan *
Leonia Jacqueline McRae
Joyce Hunter Mills *
Mildred Walker Monroe *
Vernestine Bynes Murphy
Madelyn Nix
Jeanie Dixon Peagler *
Angelleque Pullum *
Constance Barton Pulliam *
Ernestine Beck Redd *
Adrienne Lanier Seward *
Sofiyah Shahid *
Selena Hall Sewells *
Nettie Steed
Sarah Benita Suit *
Claver Jocelyn Webb
Martha Jones Welch *

Marjorie Rich *
Immanuel Fitzgerald Richard
Dianne Stevenson Robinson *
Grace Hill Rogers *
Cheryl Carter Ruinels
Mellaney Johnson Rutherford
Jacquelyn Sanders Sampson *
Cassandra Taylor Savoy *
Nancy Roseberry Shannon
Shirley Pompey Sheats *
Maek Smith Shafield *
Pamela Joseph Shofner *
Jane E. Smith *
E. Paullette Smith-Eggs *
Elizabeth W. Spraggins
Wima Strong-Webb *
Marva Malone Swanson *
Rebecca C. Taylor
Jacqueline Bartholomew Temple *
Shirley C. Terry
Bette Graves Thomas *
Vera Doice Thornton *
Edna Hayes Torian *
Honnette E. Turnerpack
Carolyn Anderson Van Dyke *
Ginger Rogers Walker *
Katie Weaver
Eileen Watts Welch *
Janice Friend West *
Jean Shipp Williams *
Laverna King Williams *
Gaye Moore Wilson
Carolyn Dobbs Wyatt *

1969
Amount: $22,559
Participation Rate: 52%
Colleen Ammons *
Cynthia Barnes-Hall *

Everetta Yvonne Beauford-Oliver *
Jacqueline Briggs Wiggs *
Adrian Burrill Blount *
Elizabeth W. Brown %
Jacqueline T. Brown *
Denise D. Burnett *
Carolyn Jones Cartwright *
Delores Lorraine Crockett *
Gloria Cunningham-Sneed *
Carolyn L. Davenport *
Irene Mabrey Dowell *
Sonia C. Duncan *
Barbara Dancy Edwards *
Judith A. El-Amin *
Laura English-Robinson *
Inez Finch *
Patricia Ann Freeman *
Zonedia S. Gardner *
Mamie Louise Garnett *
Delores Hudson Garrett *
Darlene F. Gilbert *
Bonnie Bohnnan Gissendanner *
Johnnie Woolfolk Griffith *
Phyllis Gray-Halmon *
Audrienna Bunyan Hamed *
Marva Strickland Harden *
Scherely Jefferson Harrison *
Betteanne Childers Hart *
Brenda Smith Jackson *
Nadia G. Johnson *
Betty June Johnson *
Sonja King *
Rita Thorpe Lamb *
Cynthia A. Lemon *
Marilyn Hunt Lewis-Alium *
Shirley Earlene Logan *
Cynthia Quals Lovelass *
Dorothy Kong Mabry *
Delesia Maddox-Gardner *
M. Akua McDaniel *
Evanda Alexis McDowell *

Judy Jannelle Barton *
Joyce a nn Myricks
Janis Coombs Reid #
Joyce E. Jelks ›
theresa n orth r ogers
Taffi V incent
alvetta K. c arroll *
Ann Lanier Washington *
Ann gartrell h ightower *
Mary c atchings ›
elsie Wimbish g odfrey%
Sandra Sims Patterson #
Sadie Mimms Whitmore *
Mary Susan Wheeler %

Sadie Mimms Whitmore *
Caroline G. Williams
Mercuria Chase Williams *
Avenia Lemons Wood *

1970

Amount: $31,372 Participation Rate: 47%
Bettie Joyce Atkinson %
Judy Jannelle Barton *
Dorothy Jean Bell
Jennifer Borden Bell
Joan Winfrey Bowden *
Glorious Leatherwood Broughton *
Carolyn Marjorie Brown
Dallas Anderson Campbell
Alvetta K. Carroll *
Deborah A. Carter *
Mary Catchings *
Carolyn Wise ice *
Gail Paulette Davenport
Marshia Hightower Dickerson *
Joyce Jaquelyn Dorsey *
Bernadine Moses Duncan *
Rudine Arnold Freeman
Paula Dusty Gaffney
Gloria Singleton Gaston *
Cherry Gordon Glover
Elsie Wimbish Godfrey %
Rosayln Clark Gray
JoAnn Reddick Guest
Patricia Reddick Guest *
Ann Gartrell Hightower *
Mollie Allen Hill
Yvonne R. Jackson *
Joyce E. Jeffers *
Donice Thomas Jeter *
Yvonne Bryant Johnson *
Gleno Stevens Kaplan
Melody Quinn Kenner *
Rose King Kilpatrick %
Sandi E. Lee-Williams *
Ollie Iris Manley %
Ave Lindsays Potts *
Mona Hamlin Martin
Cheryl V. May-Holmes %
G. Jeanette McCail *
Carolyn Marjorie Brown
Jacqueline P. Moore *
Galle Johnson
Linda Kayyn M uncertain
Joyce Ann Myricks
Henri E. Norris
Marilyn Jeanne Olds*mead
Gwenelle Styles O’Neal *
Marie Gaston Palmer *
Bentley L. Patterson *
Sandra Sims Patterson *
Candace Ruth Phipps *
Patema Prave
Janie Robbins Reid *
Brenda Kate Richardson *
Theresa North Rogers
Bettie McCall Roundsville *
Carolyne Hubbard Rowe

1971

Amount: $222,566 Participation Rate: 39%
Thea Alexander-Fennner
Brenda S. Banks #
Natalie Kennedy Beard *
Mary Colfed Boykin *
Patricia Roder Bradford *
Deborah Hudson Broadwater >
Helene White Brock *
Charlyn Harper Brown *
Viola E. Bell
Barbara A. Brown-Fleming *
Sydney C. Bush *
Jacqueline Stewart Campbell
Melba Varner Charney *
Eugenia Davis Clements *
Carme McClure Clemens *
Joan D. Cox *
Edra Crenshaw
Jo Allen Dotson *
Damaia Dazier
Linda Dicks Dumus *
Gloria Smith Eder *
Patricia Earl Elliott %
Adith A. Gibbs *
Joyce Kelley Gilristre %
Luis P. Grifin *
T. Claintina Hankerson *
Carol Ann Harris
Luisa Williams Harris
Bernadette western Hartford *
Ethel Bacote Hill
Patry T. Hines
Gloria Price Holmes *
LaTasha Richardson Jackson *
Phyllis Jackson-Smith *
Sophronia M. Johnson
Kathy Wimbish Kemp *
Wanda Smallis Lloeg *
Cynthia Knight McDaniel *
Roseland Yancey McClain *
Richie Brown Morris
Millencrest Draxe Norman *
Sandra Hendrix Penn
Deirdre Pate Pierce %
Regina Robertson-Fletcher *
Bolinda White-Berry-Ra %
Beverly Brown Shaw *
Desiree C. Sias *
Patricia Cousins Smith *
Veronica Carter Norris
Brenda A. Smith-Williams
Esperanza Kennedy Sullins *
Cathy A. Tate *
Glorya Clarus Tamun *
Gloria Cook Taylor *
Vanessa Hamilton Thomas *
Wanda Walker Truesdale *
Rosalyn Johnson Tritus *
Rita Van Barrett
Elizabeth Hill Waddell
Vera H. Warren *
Anita Frisch Warren
Jocelyn Love Jones Royster *
Carolyne Hall Simmons *
Angela Alexander Stamper %
Florence Bell Stunilnas *
Georgia Thomas-Marshall
Joyce E. Thornton *
Jackie Belton Traeye *
Dorris Ann Walker *
Harriette Dew Watkins *
Maxine Eldridge West *
Jeanette Hughes Whittenburg *
Teresa Diane Wilson *
Pamela Boykin
Renée’ Bowen Wood
Cynthia Arrington Wright *
Diedra Mitchell Wright *
Georgette Pepe Young

1972

Amount: $12,060 Participation Rate: 35%
Rachel Grier Biggs *
Gwendolyn Watts-Brown *
Gwendyln Hammels Ball
Jacquelyn Shipp Belt
Patricia Benton *
Dorothy M. Bethel *
Sidly Sims Carley *
Patricia Clark-Carson
Wynelle Knowles Coleman *
Ethel Lynne Conn *
Joyce Dorsey Davis *
Alice A. Deck *
Daphne Darnell Delk *
Tamara M. Depooter
Hope Alexis Dowdy
Rosa L. Drayton *
Lillian Eunice *
Piper Gibson Nak *
Flora D. Faggs-Peterson
Diane Prather Ferguson *
Cora Lee Flynn
Marilyn Boyde Fray *
Octavia Greenie
Annie Jones Gunby *
Diane Murrell Herberger *
Janice Haywood Higgs
Karen Gaskins Jones *
Anderly Little Maddox *
Jane Larson Martin *
Muriel Mcbride McFarlin
Kathleen McgeeAnderson *
Rica Miller-Gray *
Sharon Bartow Mitchell
Shelia Price May *
Angela Rangel Nelson %
Brenda Cosby Nero *
Frenda Ann Norris *
Patricia Whitehead Patterson
Josephine Reed-Taylor *
Barbara Johnson Singleton
Debra Ray Small *
Chersia Wright Smith *
Emogene Johnson Smith *
Willma Ann Smith *
Cheryl Atkinson Strong *
Debra Jan Taliero
Cheryl Phillips Taylor *
Karen Roberts Thompson *
Melva Lawson Ware *
Barbara Williams *
JoAnn Williams-West %
Carolyn L. Yancey *

1973

Amount: $41,456 Participation Rate: 51%
Mary Alicia Adams *
Juliet Valencia Anderson *
Linda Johnson Anderson *
Bobbi Thornton Barkery
Kathleen Jackson Bertrand *
Jacqueline Rushin Blackwell *
Pogg Piggi Simos
Andretta C. Bryant *
Daria Smith Bryant *
Robin Cobb Bryant *
Dena Buick-Farrerhn *
Gwendolyn McAffree Bynum *
Lady Kay Champion-Young *
Annsa L. Cohen
Cordella L. Coleman *
Karen Lloyd Conley *
Billie Montgomery Cook *
Lydia Crowder
Rita Love Culver *
Anita Elizabeth Dabney
Carole Marie Daniels *

1974

Amount: $53,548 Participation Rate: 45%
Beverly Colweld Adams *
Lillian A. Adams *
Deborah Dooms Allen *
Pamela Gay Arrington *
Gail P. Owens Bailey *
Anita Louise Books-Barnar *
Wydolph Crutchfield Bell *
Janice Franklin Beas *
Regina Mayweather Black
Juanita Blount-Clark *
Trajanell Birdenavage-Williams *
Adrienne Barbara Cuffe *
Denise E. Brice-Clopton *
Sheila Smith Buter *
Gloria L. Cameron
Jacqueline Carter
Sheryl Murphy Coleman *
Kathryn Johnson Dale *
Patricia Williams Davis *
Zakiya Dary *
Althea Gin Lisseller *
Alicya Mereza Dixon
Jennifer Bryant Dosman *
Kara Sanderson
Poppie Marable Finley *
Denise Trimire Glanon *
Jocelyn Harris *
Beverly D. Hauss-Allen
Shelby Allen Haywood
Linda Sills-Hodges-Lawrence
Janice Helston
Cathy Bohannon Hope *
V. Lynne Howard-Brown *
Saundra Lewis Hunter *
Sharon C. Ingram *
Avis Celeste Jenkins %
P. Danice Johnson *
Maroma Ingram Jones
Valencia Carter Kenner *
Merna Kent *
Tyra Cyadih Benedt Kommu
Beverly Branten Lamberson *
Gloria Brown *
Karen Valeta Lodrig
Carol T. McClendon
LaVerne Laney McLaughlin
Mable L. Miller *
Alexis Mapp Moore *
Diane Moseberry *
Diane Pope-Joseph *
McGhee Williams Osse %
Ernestine Walker Owens *
Rosalia G. Parker *
Debra Bryant Partridge *
Audra Patricia Pender
Lisa Stamper Ponton *
Tonya Presley-Toliver %
Evangeline G. Bynum Reese *
Paula Caruthers Renfro *
Deborah Garrison Richardson *
Debra Johnson Robon%
Wanda Jackson Robinson
Katrina Brewer Rodgers *
Wynelle Washington Scott %
Lillian Cotton 
Doris Nicholson Shields *
Sylvia Glenn Simmons *
Glenda Brooks Patterson
Gail Stallworth *
Linda Klopstick %
Carolyn McLendon Thompson *
Linda Adkins Warren
Diane M. Wright
Tandeylin Atkinson Weaver *
Denzel Y. White-Jennings *
Georgette A. Willis
Debra Thornton Williams *
Teresa Gail Williams

1975

Amount: $28,283 Participation Rate: 31%
Clarence Anthony 
Brunetta Lucas Bolton
Louise Baker Brown
Rosalyne Cypress Cameron *
Karey Chehall-Haiston
Marion Louise Cobb
Linda S. Coffee *
Thomasine L. Coleman *
Karey Chehall-Cock-Fletcher
Kathy Hood Culmar *


Janetta D. Marbrey *
Jeanne primus Johnson
Juanita Yvonne Reaves *
aluMnae giving
terry cornwell rumsey ›
teresa D. edwards

amount:  $22,900

Yvonne Ellis Hicks *
shirley Battle robins ›

sharon Watson Fluker

sandra Farragut-hemphill *

luMnae giving

Participation Rate: 44%

1977

Amount: $16,651
Participation Rate: 29%

Lenita Davis Rosser-Iverson *
Terry Cornell Rumsey *
Billie Jo Sanford *
Wonda Sprint Blatch *
Brenda Claire Siler *
Beverly Ingrid Sinclair *
Phyllis Mims Spruill
Alaster E. Taegle *
Barbara W. Thompson *

Gloria Chenault Turner *
Eva Washington Tyler *
Cynthia N. Walker-Derrico *
Deborah Walker-Little *
Monique Jackson Washington
Pamela Hampton Wells
Gloria White
C. T. Woods-Powell *
Adena Smith Wright *
Margaret Wright *

1976

Amount: $22,900
Participation Rate: 44%

Sandra Lee Austin
Catherine Bland *
Danita Burgess-Hines *
Susan Mackey Byrd
Deborah M. Phillips
Carol Gaither Clark
Cynthia Wyatt Cody *
Camea Culmer Collier *
Cassandra Washington Conway
W. Gaia Crenshaw
Sharon Y. Cribbs
Debra Bolden Datcher *
Katherine E. Dowdell Disher *
Victoria Palma Evangeline
Denise Alesia Duvernev *
Terisa D. Edwards
Brenda Catchings Evans *
Toya Evans
Carolyn Evans-Shabazz *
Margaree Cheek Fant

Sharon Watson Fluker
Pamela Johnson Darvey
Tina McCalder Danskin *
Avis Denise Graves *
Nancy Gresham-Jones *
Mary Elizabeth Grimes *
Cheryl Proctor Grims
Evelyn Maxine Hammond *
Yolanda Herron-Palmore
Jann Washington Horton *
Cynthia Cynthia James *
Carole Lewis Jefferson *
Belinda F. Johnson *
Sheila Ann Johnson *
Sondra Rhoades Johnson *
Debra Zachary Jones
Penny Jones Joseph *
Patricia DelBerry Kelley *
Sharonlyne Blunt King
Jacqulyn L. Lee *
Robin Ann Lee
Joan Redmond Leonard *
Brenda Marie Mazlin *
Sherrie Lynn Marshall *
Marilyn McClendon Maycock
Andrew V. Mills *
Zinora M. Mitchell-Rankin *
Emily Richardson Moorer
Rosemarie Morse *
Ernestine Myers
Cheryl George Noble *
Sharon Elaine Owens *
Marta Pearson-Troutman
Kathy Neal Phillips *
Mina Taylor Phillips
Alfreda J. Phoenix-Belton *
Judy Renee Ponder *
Jeanette D. Sadin-Holloway *
Patti Andrea Sheppard
Jocelyn Lee Sims
Blanche Mickle Smith
Brenda Jones Stanford
Robin Teressa Thomas
Candace Venning Ushery
Edna Jeanne Ward
June Ann Washington
Vicki Daniels Weatherpoon *
Jacqueline Hill Whateley *
Beverly Donita Willis-Flowers
Linda Wonmack *
Mary Wilma Woodruff *

1979

Amount: $79,393
Participation Rate: 43%

Evelyn Davis Bryden *
Cheri B. Boyer *
Gena Evette Brinkley *
Denise Brooks-Hervey *
Lorraine Brown
Yolanda Smith Brown
Mary Margaret Brown
Judy A. Bryson *
Debra Rucker Bunkley *
Barbara A. Burgess *
Robin L. Burton *
Tere Caldwell Johnson *
Jessie J. Chapin
Evelyn Lewis Clark *
Cassandra Clayton *
Patricia G. Coleman *
Janet C. Collins *
Angelia F. Cooper *
L. Juanita Craft *
Roslind Moore Crissir *
Deborah Lynn Dallam *
Stephanie DuMouil-Hodge *
Adrienne M. Dunnock *
Deandra Downs Durham *
Pamela Sanders Ellis
Milliecen P. Eubanks *
Ola D. Flowers *
Yvette Lavonnn Forbes
Chandea Jones Foster *
Jewel Jones Foster *
Donna Hawkins Gardner *
Janet K. Griffin-Graves *
Daphne Sally Harrison-Young *
Lynn M. Hicks *
Vernita Hilliard *
Cynthia Thompson James *
Jameelah G. Johnson *
Alyssia E. Jones *
Pamela James Jones *
Sharon Coleman Jones *
Karen Meredith Jones *
Camille Christine Lewis *
Kimberly Shepard Lewis *
Maureen Angela Lewis *
Rita Jackson Lenni *
Sharone White Mackel *
Cynthia L. Mainor-Turnbow
Michele Manley

1980

Amount: $39,673
Participation Rate: 34%

Angela J. Alexander Coleir *
Mayela Maria Allen *
Kay D. Belk-Dailey
Cheryl Jefferson Bell *
Kea Wright Berry *
Shirley Denise Bias *
Natalie V. Bryant *
Kathy D. Carter *
Edie Dawn Chancy
Cheryl C. Clay-Cherry
Cynthia Flint Crawford
Hazel Hill Crawford *
Vicki L. Crawford *
Vanessa E. Cullins *
Verbara Brown Cummings *
Santressa Johnson Davis *
Jerrill Delward *
Tanya Clarkson Dillihay *
Beverly Y. Edwards *
Phyllis Edwards-Williams *
Pamela Halligan Dinsmire *
Nadylon J. Fox *
Leah D. Garrett *
Ethel Henderson Gibson *
Judy Faith Grice *
Rosa Diane Harris *
Pamela Gary Hassan *
Vanessa Smith Hawkins *
Malley Foerster *
Robin Hamren Henry *
Michele Hill-Williams
La Keeta E. Howard *

Ernesta Blackman Ingram *
Sibyl Jamison Jackson *
Joanne Jackson-Jones
Patricia H. Jasper *
Charis L. Johnson *
Gay Brown Johnson *
Felisa Cooper Johnson *
Novice D. Johnson
Denise Foye Johnson
Valerie Johnson *
Inga D. Kennedy *
Darnita R. Killian *
Sharon E. Kirkland-Gordon *
Deidre M. Landis
Rhonda Haines Lasto *
Tanya Marie Lewis *
Glendora Johnson Lock *
Edwenda D. Marks-Castleberry
Sarah R. Matthews *
Joyce Holstel Mclendon *
Carol Kirby McElderry *
Sharon K. McGahee *
Sheryl McNeil *
Sharon Walters McQueen
Cynthia D. Minor
Ashley Monsees
Judy London Palmer
Camille Watson Peay *
Donna Lynn Peoples-Patton *
Lauri A. Perkins
Brenda Y. Porter *
Helen Smith Price
Shelley A. Queen *
Dana L. Randolph *
Karen Reddick-Little
Phyllis Ward Rich *
Zelise Brown Roache
Lauri A. Perkins
Darais A. Simms
Angela Ann Simpkins *
Gail Yellow Smith
Paula R. Smith
Shajauanda Derick Strickland
Jonelle Sweetner-Stephens *
Nola S. Taylor *
Cheryl Rice Taylor
Anne W. Tolbert
Carol L. Turner
Clementine Jones Washington
Mia-Lon B. Washington
Antoinette Wells
Charlene Wills
Cheryl R. Williams *
Talitha R. Willis *
Evelyn Whitehead Yancey
Whether you choose to give to the Annual Fund, make a leadership gift of $25,000 or more, provide a gift or grant through your business or foundation, or plan to make a future gift, Spelman College appreciates your commitment to the education of our extraordinary students.

OUTRIGHT GIFTS yield immediate tax benefits and have an instant impact on Spelman.

VARIOUS ANNUITIES provide you with income now and preserve the principal for later use for Spelman.

BEQUEST INTENTIONS are a living testament to your desire to invest in generations of young women who sustain our tradition of excellence. Donors of a certain age who document their commitment by naming Spelman as beneficiary in their estate plans will receive recognition in the Campaign for Spelman.

CASH GIFTS AND PLEDGES: The easiest and most popular form of giving, these contributions can be made online; by electronic funds transfer (EFT); recurring credit card deductions (RCC); phone; or mail. For as little as $10 a month, the RCC option allows you to set up regular, automatic payments charged to the card that you select, and your EFT gifts to Spelman will be automatically deducted from your checking or savings account.

GIFTS OF APPRECIATED SECURITIES: Sometimes more valuable than outright gifts, these contributions give you an immediate tax deduction and do not incur capital gains. The sale of these transferred securities enables Spelman to support critical initiatives.

GIFTS OF REAL PROPERTY: When you deed your home/vacation home, undeveloped property, or commercial building to Spelman, you receive an immediate tax deduction and do not incur capital gains. Spelman may either use your property for the College or sell it and apply the proceeds to achieve its strategic goals.

MATCHING GIFTS: Matching gifts can be used to double your gift to Spelman College. If you are employed with a matching gift company, please contact your company’s human resources department for instructions.

To learn more about gift opportunities, please contact the Office of Development at (866) 512-1690 or visit www.spelman.edu.
ALUMNAE GIVING
Based on fiscal year giving July 1, 2012–June 30, 2013

1984
Amount: $153,556
Participation Rate: 25%
Renae Cogswell Anderson
Karen Marie Anderson-Holman
Susan Marie Beckett
Rasheda Owens Bell *
Jeanne A. Black
Rosalind Gates Brewer ~
Leslie A. Brown-Vincent
Mathews Buck
Sophia Lewis Burns *
Jacqueline Calhoun-Marshall %
Belinda K. Cross-Livingston ~ Patricia Reed Davis
Jacqueline Jackson Feaster
Myrna F. Foster ~
Deidra A. Fryer
Regina Lennell Fuller %
Yolanda Girimo-Bivins *
Karen Burroughs Hannsberry *
Okelia Harper *
Jama R. Haynes *
Deidre Haywood-Rouse #
Cassandra Hider-Oraham
Laurel Hord Hill ~
Charlotte T. Hunter-Grant ~
Eme Isok-Nsuk
Christel N. Jackson ~
Emily Juanita Jackson
Katura Williams Jackson
Thea Alexia Johnson
Kimberly Cator Jones
Rhoda McKinney Jones *
Sharon Yvette Jones
Luwanna Wall Kimbro *
Yvette & Kelvin Kinsey
Jennifer Doggett LaPoint ~
Sherri L. Lathan ~
Terri L. Lathan %
Theodora Rochelle Lee ~
Adrienne Yvonne Lewis
Prenessa Mickens Lowery
Elise LaVerne Luke ~
Michelle Diane Maxon #
Lauren Moore-Siegars ~
Beverley Antoinette Moultrie ~
Marian Parks-Gilesstrap ~
Deborah Dennis Parry
Lori Head Prince ~
Mitzi Renee Slack Reid
Wanda Maria Reid
Venise E. Hunter Richardson ~
Angela Patrice Shannon-Reid %
Danielle Butler Simmons
Connie F. Smith ~
Angela Bryant Starke
Allison M. Sutton
Elizabeth Campbell Syrket
Audyn Elaine Thomas %
Sharan N. Thompson ~
Bernadette Tucker ~
Renee Chupe Washington
Tonja West-Strozier ~
Stephanie Lorraine White
Cynthia Whitehead-LaBou
Tracy Phillips Whiteman
Terese Denise Wilburn %
Karen Smith Wilks ~
Dulcina DeLaRosa Winfrey
Patricia Willis Bradford
DeWita Diar Bruce ~
Mary M. Carter ~
Pamela Cook
Karen E. Crawford
Salathia Dawkings-Wilson
Patricia A. Earley
Alexis Campbell Ellision %
Laurie Evans ~
Kimberlyn R. Fisher ~
Marvealavette D. Jackson Francis %
Renell Marcia Franklin %
Robie Freeman-Burks
A. Jay Garth ~
Bridgette Michella Gibson ~
Angélique DeVoil Gloster ~
Kristi Lee Goldner ~
Nina Ichols Greenwood ~
Florencia Theresa Greer ~
Alyson Lee Hall ~
Cherlin Brown Hardie
Mary Jean Hines ~
Deidre Spencer Jackson ~
Alice Eason Jenkins ~
Joyce Elaine Johnston
Renee A. Jones
Valorie Binford Jordan
Athena Manning
Patricia Kirsten Matthews
Lisa-Renee Maxwell
Robin McCallum ~
Cynthia Elaine McCloud-Edwards ~
Cathy R. McNair
Carolyn Taylor McQueen ~
Brenna DeLaine McQuilla ~
Stacy Reed Mead ~
Jacqueline W. Miller ~
Verna Roxane Moses ~
Karen Clark Nunn ~
Jacqueline O'Neal-Brown
Temperance Gaines Perkins
Sabrina Lynn Polete
Lisa M. Potts
Greselda Patrice Powell ~
Vanessa Yvonne Powell ~
Celeste Bethall Purdie ~
W. Denise Richardson-Logan
Kimberly C. Riley-Davis ~
Veda Lynn Robinson ~
Nicola E. Ruttland ~
Daphne Sykes Scott
Staci Jackson Smith
Eartherline M. Jenkins Sorel
Deidra Lee Stubbs
Shree Sullivan ~
Joann Renee Sykes ~
Sabra Amy Talley
Jasmine Pugh Taylor ~
Ernell Rochelle Tracker ~
Aquilla McIntosh Thomas ~
Adrienne Y. Thomas-Frazier ~
Annette Byrd Turner
Pamela Joy Umler ~
Stacey E. Utsey ~
Valerie Bright Vinson
Cheryl Lewis Vowels ~
Jennifer Denise Walton ~
Carolyn Robinson Watkins
Harriet Patrice White
Jasmine Denice Williams ~
Andrea Ellen Williams-Kingslow ~
Pamela B. Woods

1985
Amount: $29,181
Participation Rate: 31%
Shawanda Jenkins Alexander ~
Teri Butler Alexander %
Sharon Patricia Andrews ~
Lori Beard-Daily
Sonja Denise Bell ~
Lenice Y. Biggs ~
Patricia Willis Bradford
DeWita Dior Bruce ~
Mary M. Carter ~
Pamela Cook
Karen E. Crawford
Salathia Dawkings-Wilson
Patricia A. Earley
Alexis Campbell Ellision %
Laurie Evans ~
Kimberlyn R. Fisher ~
Marvealavette D. Jackson Francis %
Renell Marcia Franklin %
Robie Freeman-Burks
A. Jay Garth ~
Bridgette Michella Gibson ~
Angélique DeVoil Gloster ~
Kristi Lee Goldner ~
Nina Ichols Greenwood ~
Florencia Theresa Greer ~
Alyson Lee Hall ~
Cherlin Brown Hardie
Mary Jean Hines ~
Deidre Spencer Jackson ~
Alice Eason Jenkins ~
Joyce Elaine Johnston
Renee A. Jones
Valorie Binford Jordan
Athena Manning
Patricia Kirsten Matthews
Lisa-Renee Maxwell
Robin McCallum ~
Cynthia Elaine McCloud-Edwards ~
Cathy R. McNair
Carolyn Taylor McQueen ~
Brenna DeLaine McQuilla ~
Stacy Reed Mead ~
Jacqueline W. Miller ~
Verna Roxane Moses ~
Karen Clark Nunn ~
Jacqueline O'Neal-Brown
Temperance Gaines Perkins
Sabrina Lynn Polete
Lisa M. Potts
Greselda Patrice Powell ~
Vanessa Yvonne Powell ~
Celeste Bethall Purdie ~
W. Denise Richardson-Logan
Kimberly C. Riley-Davis ~
Veda Lynn Robinson ~
Nicola E. Ruttland ~
Daphne Sykes Scott
Staci Jackson Smith
Eartherline M. Jenkins Sorel
Deidra Lee Stubbs
Shree Sullivan ~
Joann Renee Sykes ~
Sabra Amy Talley
Jasmine Pugh Taylor ~
Ernell Rochelle Tracker ~
Aquilla McIntosh Thomas ~
Adrienne Y. Thomas-Frazier ~
Annette Byrd Turner
Pamela Joy Umler ~
Stacey E. Utsey ~
Valerie Bright Vinson
Cheryl Lewis Vowels ~
Jennifer Denise Walton ~
Carolyn Robinson Watkins
Harriet Patrice White
Jasmine Denice Williams ~
Andrea Ellen Williams-Kingslow ~
Pamela B. Woods

Lisa Annette Dixon ~
Lynette Glover-Maxwell ~
Deidre Celston Graddick %
Deidre Terese Guion ~
Terri Lynn Hackett
Sabrina Gladys Harris ~
Olia B. Hodoh %
Angela R. Hubbard-Woods ~
Leslie Lewis Johnson ~
Lavern Hawkins Jones ~
Shelly Monica Jones
Shirley Ann Jones ~
Adrienne Renee Kearney
Jennifer Renee Kelly
Cherie R. Knight-Batey
Kimberly Ross LaBonne
Cynthia Lawrence
Sharman Lemax Lawrence ~
Debbie A. Marable-Carter ~
Monette Coleman Mclver ~
Telia L. Mims ~
Debra Moch-Mooney ~
A. Janine Morris ~
Lisa C. Moses ~
Elizabeth Clapp O’Connor ~
Dana White Parks ~
Bari Alexis Parks-Ballard ~
Rhoda Arleen Pickett ~
Myra Pitts
Sylvania Rosa Pope ~
Sheila Purnell-Jones ~
Patrice McWherter Pye ~
Tonga Phillips Relford ~
Jacqueline Daniels Sears ~
Susan Michaela Simms-Jackson ~
Donna Michelle Stafford ~
June Stewart ~
Alysia Marie Story ~
Monique Ariel Sugarmon ~
Hellenia Lolitha Terrell ~
Dawn Williams Thompson ~
Sharon D. Toomer ~
Andrea Abrams Turner ~
Karen Washington ~
Monica Freeman Waters ~
Donna Maria Wilkerson-Weaver

Camille Earnestine Carson
Tanya Paullette Claude
Gretchen R. Cook-Anderson
Stacey Bain Crittenden #
Janet Saunders Currie #
LaQuita Michelle Dance
Natasha Andrea Michelle Davis
Lanita Monae Dawson-Jones
Dana Davis Didds
Anjanette Elijan *
Sabrina Tanis Finney *
Dawn D. Florence
Kimberly Potts Forde *
Kara Denise Foster
LaToria G. Frierson
Sheryl Lanette George *
Nitsa DuRell Gilbert #
Tina Moore Gilbert *
Che A. Glover *
Alison Graves-Calhou #
Judith A. Green *
Dawn Beatrice Griffin *
Elna Moore Hall *
Artha Leanne Hankinson
Lousie Harris
Tamara Elaine Harris *
Delisa June Hayes
Tracey McFadden Hembrick *
Lynn Hamilton Henson
Yvette DeRamus Hicks *
Ivor Braden Horn *
Tracey Denise Hughes #
Yerva Yvette Hulsett
Sonya Lawson Hutchinson *
Robyn Brady Ince
Adrienne F. Irving-Huskey *
Teresa Leary Jenkins *
Veronica Jackson Johnson #
Jerion Georgette Jones
Kristina Marie Jones *
Lerrie Dionne Jones #
Dawn M. Kelly *
Natalie R. Kelly
Cheryl L. King-Allen *
Gillian B. Lakhan *
Ngi D. Lawrence
Tracey Patricia Leary *
Marie Harris Lewis
Eleanor Lavera Warner Lewis
Pamela Bowden Logan *
Suyah Monae Loud-Dockett *
Danyette Monique Loveless *
Adrienne Colette Lance Lucas #
Jennifer L. Freeman Marshall *
Sharon Hawkins McDougal *
Joni Michelle McGhee *
Audrey Michelle McKay
Robbin Marie Mister-Wright *
Debra Jean Mitchell *
Gwendolyne F. Moore *
Daihi Nanette Myers *
Michelle Ann Myers
Madricia Lavelle Nettles
Karen Jenkins Newkirk
Kandence Weems Norris
Moniel Weeks Nottage
Crystal Doreanne Owen *
Suzyne Henry Parker *
Stacey E. Peace *
Volya Senteria Plan *
Anissia Anissa Poe *
Wendy Michelle Pulliam *
Juandailyn Ashmore Richards
Anita Louise Richardson *
Ondjaga Haggard Richardson
Kendra Corro Robertson *
Willette Robertson *
Roger Falk Roselli *
Karen Y. Rossier-Newbold
Vikki Roy *
Jea M. Rutland-Simpson *
Romelia Snead-Salter *
Jaye Mia Sanford *
Melanie Smith
Y. Monique Davis Smith *
Thelma Ma Morrison Spencer
Leondra Christine Stevenson *
Jennifer LeBrand Stewart
Dena D. Swigler-Sweet
Lisa Ann Tavarez-Bedford *
Brenna Fields Taylor
Colleen Janessa Taylor *
Lynn Ellis Taylor *
Leslie Collins Thompson *
Angela R. Tunstall *
Stephanie Elaine Turner *
ViaKristi J. Varnelle
Nicholas David Wordar *
Bridgette Garrett Watts *
Rachael LaVerne Wells-Griffin *
Dineen Joelle White *
Karin Elaine White *
Staci Massey Williams
Leisha E. Willis *
Melanie Babt Wilmuth *
Natalie Jean Wilson *
James & Angela Wood *

1991

Amount: $46,043
Participation Rate: 31%
Robin Elizabeth Aiston 
Nicole Dore Avery *
Jeanne Catherine Bailey
Lori H. Bailey
Torrain L. Bailey *
Valeria Maschun Bennett
Deandrea Beasley Berry *
Rebecca R. Blasingame-White *
Valerie Tate-Tem Borrer *
Dadra Radu Brown *
Dorian LaShawn Brown *
Karta Gayle Brown *
Heather Boyd Burnett *
Aniquetta Voncell Calhou *
Janee Cornelison Camp
Diana Campbell *
Lauren Renee Carey *
Lori Ann Cargile *
Kiwi L. Carson *
Cherry A. Collier *
Kimberly Mangrum Collier *
Georgina Donyull Crawley
Denise Danielle Daniels *
Kimberly Williams D’Haene *
Monica Gayles Dorsey *
Danyale A. Dumas *
Kathryn Renee Dungy
Kecaya Durham
Melodie Billups Ecols *
Brooke Jackson Edmond *
Susan Elaine Ellis
Kimberly Michelle Evrin
Elizabeth Nicole Espy
Kimberly Celosia Felder *
Dianne Yvette Ferguson *
Gretchel Ogil Olds Garrett-Cleveland *
Pilar A. Gaudin *
Yolanda L. A. Gillen *
Millicent Alannin Goodwin *
Burne A. Groce *
Shirley Reketa Greene *
Rae Andrenley Greer
Kecia Echele Harris *
Kelly Fleming Harris
Lisa Epps Harton *
Angela C. Hill
Kimberly M. Hills-Bullock *
Michelle Dancen Hodgkin *
Malauna Hogan *
Tonya Michelle Holmes *
Sandra Darcel Hudson
Jill E. Hughes *
Kimberley Datcher Hughes *
Andrea Lynette Ivory *
Moriah A. Ivory
Dawn Harris Jeffries *
Anissa H. Johnson *
Tracey Summers Kearney *
Sherree Kellogg *
Melissa Lawrie
Stephanie M. Lawson-Muhammad *
Dawn Michele Lee *
Pamela Denise Lewis
Kirsten Charles Lollis *
Myaka Karolea Loury *
Charlotte Grayson Mathis *
Ramona E. Lynn *
Sabinah I. McBride *
Faith Nazaire McCorne-Royal
Wendi Lynn McCullen *
Dana Yvette McDonalds *
Adrienne Melchor *
Carla E. Molette-Ogden
Patrice Aliney Moore
Raquel Michelle Talman *
Mary Jackson Mosley *
Parquita Nassau
Theresa Marie Nobles
Danielle Dreame D’Aiyer Simmons *
Tracie Wilson Payne *
April S. Perry *
Cassandra H. Powell
Harrett Lanelle Reaves
Sherina Diane Redding-Pate
Samara Karim Reed
Angela Denise Robinson
Robin Christina Robinson
Monica Lynn Rodgers *
Michelle L. Rogers *
Michelle Proctor Rogers *
Nicole Evans Ross *
Gretchen Patrice Satchler
Lisa Michelle Sheppard
Krystle Lynn Simmons
Kimberly T. Smith
Monique Glover Spaulding
Tara J. Spicer *
Yolanda Watson Spiva *
Michelle Saunders Steas
Laticia Lyn Stephens
Deidre Griggs Stewart *
Yolanda D. L. Stone *
Johnette Iris Stubbs *
LaVonne Wynette Swift
Sylwe L. Tarry *
Jennifer L. Thomas-Palrey
Kelly Joanne Tucook *
Dennis M. Turner *
Donnice Michelle Turnier
Nicole Yvonne Venable *
Tess Marie Viavole *
Stacey Walker *
Roxyana L. Walker-Canton *
Rhonda Rene Walker *
Kimberly Rosa Warren
Cher D. Watkins *
Cheryl Bush Wightal *
Tojuah Bush Wiggins *
Angela Wilbert Southwell *
Keisha Williams *
Pamela Berry Williams
Shanice Denise Harris *
Stephanie Lynn Williams *
Julie Rene Yarbrough *
Deidre Michelle Young

1992

Amount: $41,610
Participation Rate: 29%
Vickie Darlene Amos *
Renice Michelle Anthony
Jeanine Elisa Avant *
Kim W. Baronne *
Lisas Rayford Barrimond
Lanassa Devan Benfield-Houze
Carlotta Johnson Barry
Terra Sherron Bonds
Tracey Charisse Bostwick *
Kwanyza Clay Bowes *
Keana Nicholas Brock
Kanin Olanjana Brooks *
Dayna Anne Campbell *
Maria Antonette Canty
Faeda Chazard Carpenter *
Karen Cessay
Meiutienen Brown Clay *
Rosalyin Comar *
Sheilah L. Compton *
NaNette Nicole Cook *
Ellen Natasha Davis *
Tiffany LeBlanc Dudley *
Angela Denise Duley-Harrell *
Winford Dowdell Dye *
Lately Maria Engram *
Angela Lynn Fields *
Robin Mathika Fields *
Krisyna Lynne Foster-Cornor
Chantice Marbey Fowler
Kimberly Edelin Freeman *
Hillary Woodson Gaskins *
Karen M. Gavin-Evans
Kerry Harvey Gill *
Janet Christine Gipson *
Shaemery Ayers Gore *
Jeneena Leonard Greer *
Rasoldi Gregory-Bass *
Wendy Cleveland Gross *
Lorin Elaine Guilloy *
Linda Denise Gunn *
Lalonya Sartha Hadnot-Prioleau
Alexia Alexander Hartley *
Nicole Antooinette Henderson
Judy S. Hill-Thompson
Tanya D. Jacobs *
Carolyn R. Johnson
Marissa R. Johnson *
Chanello Marie Jolly *
Riche LaShun Jordan-Davis
Nagawa Nakuma *
Karen Denise King *
Kimberly Layton-Langley *
Monica Regina Lawson
Dana Olivia Leopahard *
Michelle Ann Lee *
Calinda Lee-Mullen *
Jennifer Helen Lewis *
Kimberley Scott Mayes *
Paige Melanie McIntosh-Baker *
Melanie L. Mckiz *
Vanessa Raye Mims *
Laura B. Morse *
Misho Lanique Moses
Monica B. Moss *
Dorothy Alessa Muhammad *
Carrie J. Morris *
Alice Delo Mullins *
Kerry Marie Nelson *

Light Bearer
Ernestine Brazeal, C’63
After I joyfully made it possible for a young Kenyan woman to come to Atlanta and complete four years of study at Spelman, I became dedicated to giving back to the College. Many of my gifts are relatively small, but the opportunity to consistently give really lights me up. I know each dollar counts and, placed with other dollars, becomes significant in supporting my dear alma mater.
Amount: $86,726
Participation Rate: 36%
Stephanie E. Jones • Kelly Lidy Danielle Marvina Keith • Arnita Louise King • Kimberly Frances King • Karen D. King-Payne • Licia Osabu-Kiriland • Tawnya Plummer Laughinghouse • LaSherrin Ann Leathers • Nikki Simona Lee • Chandra Denise Lewis • Jeanine N. Lewis-Simmons • Siti Aisha Lowery • Bridgette Denise Lumpkins • Dione R. Lyne-Rowan • Monika R. Majors • Sonya Denise Marks • Jan-Nee Bianca Mathis • Monica L. McCall • Lasonya Danyelle McIntyre • Candace R. McLaren • Tina Robin Merriweather • Nicole S. Moncrief • Tanya Amy Moore • Kanika Aisha Morgan • Shona Davidson Morgan • Twila Margaret McDonald • Mikkai Hart Murungu • Bukola Oluayomi Oguntala • Cherry Denise Parker • LaShara Elmaris • Pearson-Cunningham • Amna Plummer • Malaika Kamusanwire Prosper • Kanika R. Rose • Reisha Lene Raney • Tiffany J. Reese • Maronna Lyotta Richards • Helen R. Richardson • Stefanie Rashon Roberts • Ticonna Nicole Roberts • Karra Brown Robinson • Angela Lynnette Ross • Detric A. Russell • Tawiah Shukura Sanders • Jeanine Perez Santos • Leslie Shari Brooke • LaTanya Georgette Simmons • Angelique Kashaw Smith • Danielle Da-Prell Smith • Roane Michelle Smith • Sharon Michelle Smith • Natalie Jenkins Sorrell • Yelanda Yvette Spearman • Joy pegesh • Tamika Sakayi Stors • Lori Diane Stith • Danielle Baptiste Suchdev • Kendra Sykes • Rashida Ayesha Sykes • Torriah Talley • Nicole Jacqueline Thomas-Jackson • Stephanie Nicole Turner • Dawn Monique Turner • Joy Yvette Urquhart • Angela O. Vernon • Sandra Elaine Smith • Michelle Walker • Jeanette Coleste Valley-Jean • Jenene R. Washington • Andrea Waterston • Javonne McKay White • Tiqette White • Aariya Deya J. Williams • Tamara L. Williams • Leah Dolann Wilson • Angela J. Winsted • Adria Jones • Ursula Loretta Wright • Nioka Sharra Young

1996

Amount: $86,726
Participation Rate: 36%
1997

Amount: $36,030
Participation Rate: 31%

Forty-Ninth Annual Meeting of Alumnae Giving

1998

Amount: $40,485
Participation Rate: 36%

Kia Danielle Alderson-Tyson • Alyssa Yvette Bech • M. Ahinee Amamoo • Nichol G. Anglin • Nana A. Annan • Keiva Anthony • Veronica A. Anwuri • Orien Barnes • Jameela M. Benjamin • Rachelle Edwards Biddles • Kisha Kai Bird • Maia Akhil Blissken • Mary L. Bil • Kelly Bolden • Alicia Dione Bonaparte • Charity R. Bridgewater • LaKeisha Brown • Danielle Cherese Brown • Karen Nicole Brown • Kornisha McBill Brown • Rendi D. Burtow • Natasha Sherrie Butler • Myla Brown Caps • Shayna Seymour Cary • Diedre Dowdo Charles • Morenike Maitroy Christian • Jennifer Ann Clarke • Nakia Marie Elements • Ayana K. Corbin • Ebony Michael Courtney • Monica Farmer Cox • Dana Leigh Cunningham • Stephanie Nicole Cummings • Shana Word Davis • Toria Cheryl Davis • Jakeema Dawkins • Aisha Williams Daines • Cloie G. Delgado • Bralen Decarlo Dickens • Wendelin Colleen Donahue • Nana E. Do] • Andrea Hence Evans • LaRhonda M. Evans • Valerie E. Evans • Tonya Joseph • Terri Hamilton • Ayana Herbert Baker • ShaMeka Joyce Banger-Hill • Danielle Vivian Barnes • Piper Decker Barber • Stacey Louise Beason • Kanika D. Bell • Alataya E. Benn • Akinola Denise Blank • Alexia Scott Biliari • Vicki R. Bingham-Lester • Anayah Akeeba Brower-Jones • Olabisi Jarrett Brown • Penny Clemons Brown • Tiffany Juanita Brown • Laurin-Ann Marie Burns • Candace B. Burroughs-McLeod • Stacey M. Burton • Naomi R. Butler • Anika Marie Calloway • Nia J. Cole • Christina L. Clark • Rashida Chambers Cohen • Ebony Mishana Coleman • Farah F. Cook • Tricia N. Coeller • Kinta L. Copeland • Yvette Nicole Daughahty • Tasha-Bren Pettaway • Husnyah Latefah Dent • Regina Louise Edmond • Adrianna Michelle Edwards • Carrie R. Fitts • Tynike Sherer Fesiter-Singletary • Allison Beddingfield Geter • Latorya R. Gist • Ardoinna J. Goode • Lea Graves Gould • Saquilla Renea Hall • Djava HARP • Zaja A.T. Harrell • Erica Lynne Harris • Cori Bland Harvey • Avana Davis Hernandez • Jocelyn Frederica Hicks-Garner • Geanneine Nicole Hillson • Alysia Deidre Humphrey • Raquelle Tingen Hunter • Megan Smith • Beth J. James • Monique Jeffers • Gali D. Jefferson • Jennifer Christina Jenkins • Ragin Monteith Jeter • April Knealke Johnson • Cara Gray Jarrett • Carolyn Jeanine Johnson • Rhondie Andrea Johnson • Janine H. Jones • Jennifer Robin Kelley • Kia Mitchell Kemp • Michelle Lanier • Danielle Jones Leonard • Chiquita Shantel Lockley • Angela Deshaun Martin • Glimnis Roxanne Matthews • Tiffany Rene Mayos • Akewey Armstrong Miller • Treasure Latifa McClain • Gloria Lee McClure • Alexis N. McDonald • Ayana T. Moore • April Danielle Moss • Dana M. Norwood • Jin S. O’Connor • Sidney Jones Pakacho • Venus Larissa Phillips-Marks • LaTonya M. Phipps • Jayna Mittman • Teri Fair Platt • Kia Journae Ray • Terri Rholtra Randolph • Tamara Elizabeth Rasberry • Angelique Pilar Redus-McCoy • Sandra Darice Rogers • Kimberly Riggins • Tiaundra Raschon Riley • Shana Miki Ross • Elia R. Royster • Gwendolyn Lavette Rucker • Tonietta Simone Scott • Pamela A. Shade-Robertson • Linda Joan Simmons • Charifa L. Smith • Shashonna Markette Smith-Raines • Carla Elizabeth Stokes • Katherine H. Subrea • Andrea Nichelle Thompson • Erica N. Taylor-Tazel • Nia Aisha Tuckson • Nzinga Temple Tull • Nicole Myrna Violenus • Erika Monique Walker-Cash • Kanika Sloan Williams • Kimberly Langs Williams • LaTonya Etvette Williams • Lesley Lynn Williams • Omah Makebbes Williams • Heath Rene Wilson

1997
Based on fiscal year giving July 1, 2012–June 30, 2013

2002

Amount: $21,915
Participation Rate: 31%
Joy A. Abrams
Staci Louise Adams
Cyrena Boston Ashley
Ambrose Nicole Barringer
Angela Warren Baumann
Kelly Smith Beatty
Joy De Lois Beckwith

Shayla Janine Belton
Brenda Smiley McPherson
Breanna Kickens Jeter
Melissa McDaniel Ingram
Cori Brown
LaChae McCoy Bowie
Charla Tanyce Blanchard
Monique M. Stovall
Samantha L. Dotson
Taniya Lynnae Boston
Khalea Lynnae Brown
Andrea Renee Jackson
Jamica Nicole Jackson
Genesis A. Hines
Tayler Rainé Hall

2003

Amount: $28,585
Participation Rate: 48%
Kristen Michelle Agnew
Arycynthia LaShay Ali
Deondre Nicole Anglin
Crystal Nae Armstrong
Natalie Mason Bailey
Joi Amirh Baker
Kari Hall
Shaila Cherie Echols
Love-Light Karma Beasley
Elena Bell
Deyo Eyan Brooker
Melba Elandria Bradley
Dana Michelle Bennett
Latonya Wright Braswell
India Karriya Brim
Nisha Haleem Brinson
April Dyson Broussard
Rachel Joyce Bryant
Shanae Safiya Bufington
Johnetta Lavassa Bush
Whitney Yekiel Cabeby
Lydia Johnson Cannady
Shayna Andrene Carley
Chavon Denise Carr
April T. Chambers
Ashley Gaillard Clark
Felicia Monique Clark-Reid
Shannah Diane Coats
Prey K. Coham
Alethea W. Coleman
Shayla Latrice Cornick
Renée Nicole Crowder
Nathia D. Curtis
Yevita Sonya Davis-Brown
Brittania W. Dennard-Moodie
Nicole Michelle Dennis
Janiel Latoya Davis
Makeba Ginger Dixon-Hill
Karla Darice Dobbin
Darya Anna Douglas
Gena Elaine Drake
Tiffany Kashandra Draper
Natea Alicia Eaddy
Shamle Lanique Edwards
Lauria J. Patterson
Lynnette Denise Espy
Karima Stroud Evans
Karen Davida Fields
Samaya Q. Fields
Monique Royal Forrest
Regina Dwenette Fuller-Radford
Nama Jewell Glenn
Shayla A. Gordon
Jessica Evonne Green
Joye Lamere Greene
LaChia Rae Guss
Darla J. Hall
Lillian Sharon Hardy
Adrienne Ordain Harris
Aliste C. Harris
Angelique Nicole Harris
Asha D. Harris
Kristen Nicole Harris
Tiffani Marie Harris
Hogan Caesar Harrison
Tenne Michelle Hawkins-Hall
Jennifer S. Hembrick-Roberts
Shakira Tywan Homphill
Susan Michelle Henry
Kristen Denese Herrington
Karen Andrea Hicks
Kari Trolaenmy Hodge
Ali Aquene Holmes
Ehimwenma Izehiese Iyamu
Salena Gaye Jegede
Danielle Denise Jenkins
Brandi Lee Johnson
Tiffany Ayana Johnson
Courtney R. Jones
Dievaki Ebony Jordan
Patrice Eustache Jucks
Eva-Marie M. Kalamid-Din
Loren Wheeler Kassi
Tamesha Lynette Kies
Sonya Kendall
Danica Renelle Key
Tanya LaShay Mourning-Ballard
Ashley V. Kincade
Natscha Elizabeth Lence
Kristofer Johnson Landfair
Tiffany Michelle Lanham
Shelby Renee Larkin *
Shakir Yonne Laverne
Ashley Y. Layne
Katrice J. Lee
Dedra Deann Lemon-Frazier
Robyn Stacie Littlejohn *
Princess Wiggins Lyles *
Teresa LaShune Mack
Ebene C. Mahone-Todman
Talitha Charmaine Malone
Hatshopstil S. T. Massy *
Crystal Antroae Maxwell *
Nico Dunson McAllister *
Lorraine McIntosh-Cole
Teisha Marie McGlo
Aisha Jeneile McKnight-Barron
Joy Monique McLeod *
Nathalie DonNora Means
Natasha Marie Miller *
Tiffany Dawn Miller
Monica J. Nelson
Shareka Nicole Newton
Syreta Jasmine Teressa Ogleby
Carla Ponder Okwumabu
Chanta Diann Parker
Carolyn Elizabeth Parry *
Candace Barrieau-Phare
Kisha Deslee Piggott
Rashida Rafal Rawls *
Nicole Kenisha Reed
Sakhile Nomathemba Richards
Kia B. Richardson
Karen Shakita Riggins
Courtney Riley-Browning
Felicia Lachish Roberts
Loren Kathleen Robinson #
Porsch Patrice Roney
Lon Eulale Rose *
Brandi Traverius Russell *
Cindy T. Sampson
Erim Jessica Searles %
Arm Rykel Shelton *
Cherri LaToya Shelton
Tyra R. Sherrman
Kirstin Williams Smith
Leigh Ann Solomon *
Sarah Marie St. Louis
Thea W. Stevens
Shakina Sherrrie Tartt
Erica S. Thomas *
Tiffany Faye Thompson
Lin Wilkins Thornton
Danielle Jessica Tillman
Titiayays Aina Trubu
Ayana Samena Todd *
Jermeiliah M. Todd *
Ankrehah Celiste Trimble
Tanda Telisa Turner *
Diana Elaine Veiga *
Constance Necole Wallace
Wildred Naime Walls *
Carolyn D. Ware *
Alexandra H. Warren
Renee Antonette West
Latreava Whited
Angela Jenise Williams
April Louise Williams *
Natasha S. Williams
Robelle Lotrice Williams
Kendall Davaugh Wilson-Fippin *
PaDreyia Lawson Wood *
Vera Woods
LaTanya Faye Wooley
Lindsay Alexis Young

Brenda Jean Banks
Christian Marie Bell
Bridget Gabrielle Bland *
Adrienne Boisson
Cynthia Elaine Brown
Kirstyn Sharita Brown-Mayden *
Lakiya Shavonne Burrell
Jasmine S. Byye *
Kalinda Ilesha Campbell *
Stacy Elaine Carraway
LaQuanda Tatiana Chancey
Rebecca Lynn Chatterman *
Takara Miller Chen
Lindsey Julia Christie *
Courtney L. Clayton-Jenkins *
Monique Renee Clemens *
Gere' Nakish Cole *
Tanisha Green Cotton
Natalie Nicole Crawford
Nicole Cecile Creasy *
Katherine M. Crooks *
Michelle Sherron Deal
Joy Janeen Delfiounge *
Christina Marie Dickerson
Decia Nicole Dixon
Zuleenmah Seyeda Edwards
Camille Edwards El-Amin *
Bathanya Laverna Embry
Mariel Diani Featherstone
Michelle Camille Ferrester
Jeanirse Rose Galloway
Elizabeth Michale Gofatay
Alisha Lynette Gordon
Breanna Lenore Green *
Flojaune Christina Griffin *
Tiffany Renee Griffin
Angelica Olius Gunn *
Capri Lakesha Gunn
Dayna Elizabeth Hall
Alexis Shea Hammond
Fredericka Blackwell Hanner *
Johncia Hardaway
Shonte Monique Harrell
Danielle Renee Harris
Avise Renee Hayes *
Suneyee Rae Holmes
Jillian Horsey
Chanel Jaklyn Houston *
Nicole A. Hughes-Taylor
Ketly Amil Jackson *
Amber Shoree James *
Lauren Jere James *
Lola Jean Jenkins *
Taneika Regina Jenkins *
Hilary Olivia Virginia Johnson
Jahaan Kamili Johnson *
Jennifer Dawn Johnson
LaToya Nicole Johnson *
Jon'a Fogle Joiner
Veronica Michele Jones
Shermana Demetrice Jones
Loren Chanee Jones-Rucker
Elizabeth B. Kaigler
Baindu Dafina Kalokoh
Latosha Elizabeth Key
Joi Crysthen Kilpatrick *
Alexandra Victoria Lee *
Eva Rachelle Lewis *
Jihan E. Lewis
Kimberly Walker Lindsey
Ajaa Jones Long *
Shalon D. Love-Wansley
Melissa Alethia Mapp *
Nandi Troutman Marshall
Stacey Nicole Mayes
Keisha Nicole McCaulay *
Priscilla McCutcheon *
Kristal Andrei McKanders *
Christian Onika McKenzie
Kristen A. Meeks *
Kyana Mirma Minor
Marquita Jerreyce Minor-Gordon
Ashanti H. Moody *
Nicole C. Moore-King *
Yondi K. Morris
Kimberly Hudson Murry
Jimine Haika Mweende *
Alexis Johnson Nelson

2004
Amount: $19,874
Participation Rate: 34%
Raven T. Abdul-Aleem *
Noor-Jihan Abdul-Haqq
Nuria E. Agnew *
Folashade Abiola Yinka Akanbi
Nikole M. Allen
Rebecca Ann Allen *
Stephanie Renee Anderson

2004
Amount: $19,874
Participation Rate: 34%
Raven T. Abdul-Aleem *
Noor-Jihan Abdul-Haqq
Nuria E. Agnew *
Folashade Abiola Yinka Akanbi
Nikole M. Allen
Rebecca Ann Allen *
Stephanie Renee Anderson
Amanda Newsome
Abushari Eboh 
Dheweosa 
Erika Denise Parrish
Aminah F. Perkins *
Claissan Joanice Phillips
Aimee Lynne Pierce
Zuleika G. Pierson
Charnika Monique Plenty %
Natalsha Teri Plumb
Maya TalayTriad
Sheenan Ashley Price
Tangelia B. Reavis
Jerika Lashon Richardson
Tashinda Glover Richardson *
Katrina L. Rogers
Natrina Doreen Roper
Keyana S. Samuels
Tamika Louise Sea *
Sindi Simone Sheppard %
Jennifer Nicole Simmons *
Alia J. Smith
Ashley M. Smith
Kia Genaean Smith
Sarah Stefann Smith
Cheyrl M. Snyder *
Shauna Chantia St. Clair
Akela Louise Stanfield
Da quiri Steele *
Courtney Lynn Stewart
Kydra Sloway
Crystal Smith Stroud
Atasha S. Sutton
Jami Melinda Swift
Rhona Williams Taylor
Adrianna Olivia Theobalds
Nailah Ellis Timberlake
Andre Warren Tullis
Crystal P. Tyler
Tarla Saverne Varnum
Benita Quinn Vaughn-Spratt
Selena Elissa Wade
Tarsha LaShawn Ward
LaToi Lynette Ware *
Andrea Patrice Watkins
Nakesha McQuitter Watkins
Krystal N. Watson %
Monteria Jaden Wateley *
Jhamika Quane Watson *
Katrina D. Webb *
Tiffany Nicole Wells
Tesa Ebony Wheatley
Denise Marie White
Talisha Reonna White
Heather Marie Williams
Niya Jerlawann Williams
Tiffany Lasean Williams
Akua Marjani Willis
Niki Cheavenn Willis *
Chelsea V. Wilson *
Maria Wright *
Shanequa Denise Yates *
Katrina Rolando Young

2005

Amount: $19,388
Participation Rate: 39%

Adesola Nnena Adeobi
Walktiria Minnie Alexander
Raven Amiran Ali
Rhaila T. Andrews
Amanda Lee Austin
Moya Zaki Bailey
Kenisha Annette Barnes
Jania Eumicia Bell
Kimberly Lockhart Bell
Alisha Quiana Benjamin
Genelle Black
Lillian Marie Blackshear *

Teddy Ataii Bogale
Non Afia Bourne
Erin Lyndsay Bradford
Monique Renee Brantly *
Ashley Nikita Brawley
M.T. Brobant
Myra C. Brown *
Karren Bryan *
Rochelle M. Bryant
Melanie Nicole Burroughs %
Taisha Lavelle Caldwell
Latarsha R. Callisters *
Chante Michelle Chambers
Tanea Lee Chane *
Angel B. Clark
Kaylan Marie Clemons
Deanna D. Cochran
Cerrone C. Coker
Ashley McNeil Coleman *
Bianca Irene Mariah Cooper
Ashley S. Davis
Nikeshia Renee Davis *
Sonya Willette Davis
LaKeisha Nicole Demerson
Banka Chirise Dixon
Erica Regina Dixon *
Faith Marie Dukes
Jennifer Naomi Eglin
Jessica Marguerite Eglin
Corrine Ruby Elizabeth Edelin
Aja Nicole Edmond
Jana J. Edmondson-Cooper
Janette D. Ellis
Teresa Heather Emmanuel
Ashley D. Farmer
Ketina Nicole Ferguson
Melissa M. Ferguson
Wendy Nicole Ferguson
Jamaka R. Ferrell
Erica B. Fields
Tameka Karen Fooks
Tiffany Tyson Fard
Kiela Marie Frank *
V. Neesha Lynette Gabrielle
Karmen Jamilie Gary
Michelle Denise Gaskin
Robin Vivian Gittens *
Courtney Danielle Glass *
June Jones Grant
Milan A. Griffin *
Shayla Reese Griffin
Jasmine E. Guy *
Stephanie Bates Hahn
Mikell A. Hampton
Maya L. Hanna *
Dominique Nicole Harbour
Jo-Annes Francis Harvey
Hazel Daniell Hawk
Jamila Falamani Renee Henderson
Danielle Marie Hewson *
Amber Michelle Hines *
Lerena Dorphel Tarsers Holloway %
Crystal R. Hudson *
Adrienne Brown Ingrum
HeLEN Clarkson Ingram
Maleah Raquel Jackson
Summer Nikae Jackson *
Sarah Grace Jamieson
Tiara Taxsea Jeter
Jalaine T. Johnson *
Danelle E. Jones
Lauren S. Keene
Chelsey Vanessa Knox-Brown
Kristen Chany Lancaster
Lilliane Marie Lewis *
Sheena Lashia Lewis
Tiffany Monique Mallory
Joan Rose Maline
Lindsay C. Mangham *

Danielle Alexandra Martin
Jaide L. Martin *
Melisha M. Martin *
Quercil Malee Mason
Marguerite Matthews
Sharron Elizabeth Mayo *
Janelle Burton McCaskey
Elizabeth Louise McCre "Agni Patrice McDonald
Tia Monique McGill
Farron Lynn McPhail
Ebony Marie McMillan
Candace Delece Miller
Danielle Ruth Miller *
Jennifer L. Moore *
Kaylan G. Moore
Yanique Ollie Moore *
Robyn Gail Morris *
Shalanda L. Moten *
Tiffany N. Musnell
Ashley Von Myers *
Pricula D. Nollis
Iyanna Newborn *
Shanda Dajoi Newsume
Chesia T. Nickelson *
Trinity T. Norwood
Asha K. Nurse-Cliford
Gail N. Nwanze
Nichelle Q. Olisameka
Monica Michelle Page *
Kasharii J. Parker
Sayda Yasmin Pepah
Jacquelyn Y. Pirkle *
Sonja A. Prescott
Missalee C. Priest
Danielle Natha-Marie Pritchett *
Erin Mitchell Richeson
Holly Harris Riley
Tomecia Nicole Riley
Charnetta Coreta Robinson
Shelley LaShanta Robinson *
Chelsey Sophia Rodgers
Kerstin Elaine Roper %
Grace Louise Sanders
Jessica Scott-Felder
Mia Deneen Searles
Jenay Rolanda Sermon
Niah Damirah Shaerer *
Shaquaya N. Shelby
Allyson Felecia Smith *
Che Lena Smith
Jasmine Rose Smothers
Nicole Camp Snow
Christie Toi Spence
Donnika Danae Stance
Tanesha Shyeonne Stewart
Marguerita E. Street
Tyanna Renee Taylor-Stewart
Tyessa W. Thomas
Tynisha DeAndrea Thomas
Erin Nichole Thuston
Cherise T. Tidd-Bernard
Daphne T. Todd *
Ayesha Sabreen Upshur
Rachel Valentim Gabotone
Robin Burtles Vann
Melanie Latrice Walker *
Nakey E. Wall *
Gracetha Marie Wardor
Caryndelyn C. Watson *
Leah. Joy Watson
Adrienne Brooks Whaley
Stacy Anne White
Arrissa E. Williams
Iyabo Saunders Williams *
Marquita Nytte Williams
Tyshara Janelle Williams
Morgan Christina Willis
Fallon Shannon Wilson
Jennifer Bennett Winn

Marina Wynetta Woodruff *
Caira Michelle Woods *
Shanique Morris Worthway
Courtney Whitaker Wight
Erin C. Wight *

2006

Amount: $10,513
Participation Rate: 28%
Erica M. Adams
Khalida A. Ali
Tiffini Eason Anderful *
Khalil A. Bailey
Mered G. Ball *
Krisin J. Banks
Ebone R. Battle
Allyson Belton
Byrolynn N. Belwet *
Tiana Elayne Blount
Chanta J. Blue
Kadesha Boyer
Ashley L. Boykin *
Jennifer L. Brown
Jessica A. Brown
Joy T. Brown
Lauren Brown
Melissa Lucinda Brown *
Ashley R. Burroughs *
Sheree B. Campbell *
Allyson K. Carolena
Corinne E. Caster
Shanelle C. Chambers
Ro-Yen Simone Chin
Nicole Tonia Clark
Crystal Celie
Ashley E. Coleman
Kimberly L. Collins %
Torend Collins
Lauren D. Corley
Nathalie Coward
Robinette D. Cross
Ashley Lamotte Dental
Gabrielle Shereen Dirden
Leslie M. Downing
Robinette Dowtin
Shani N. Drake
Jacqueline Areli Drakford *
Tulani N. Elisa
Lydia K. Epicc
Nicole E. Elps *
Selena M. Farrier
Kamika E. Felder
Rheaclare Fraser
Christa L. Freeman
Courtney S. Gladney
Kelli Briann Goldn
Nancy E. Golter
Marcia A. Gomes
Miranda Halliatt
Kamillah M. Halmon *
Chan Hampton
Alison L. Harris *
Erica Parker Harry
Jasmine Tremaine Haynie
Sara R. Haze
Adrienne Davis Hill
Summer Hill *
Kayra M. Hopkins

Fearless Leader
Deborah Owin, C’2008
Spelman embraced and cultivated me at a critical time in my life, molding me into a well-educated, civically engaged, fearless leader with an international network of Spelman sisters. Working to prevent global gender inequality since graduating reminds me daily that giving back our time, talents and finances is key to keeping the gates of Spelman open for future generations of women. I will continue to give back each and every year.

2009

Amount: $7,057
Participation Rate: 38%
Rachel A. Alston
Brittany A. Alston
Ashley D. Anderson
Miriam Archbong
Tiffany Ates
Ashley J. Bailey
Renissa Teryne Bains
Akia Banks-White
Diandria L. Barber
Nicole S. Barden
Chyree Shanitol Batton
Cynde C. Bayless
Brandy Bennett
Kylia M. Berry
Littane B. Bien-Aime
Danielle Camille Blair
Angela Jean Bowers
Andrea B. Boydess-Tressler
Michelle Alexis Brandon
Helena Ashley Brown
Karla Michelle Brown
Sabra Anikah Brown
Jennifer Lauren Buck
Vashii S. Buck
Sade Jakai Cartwright
Brittany Chapman
Shantina R. Chisholm
Danielle Paige Clark
Daphne Cole
Tiffany R. Cole
Nicole N. Cook
Kiesha Cooper
Yakesha A. Cooper
April E. Curry
Asa L. Curry
Sasha A. Curry
Jenevier Renee Curtis
Janine L. Da Silva
Bejide B. Davis
Franz V. Arrigo
Ilyana Davis
Sakina A. Davis
Tom-Eileen Davis
Lisa N. Davie-Patterson
Danielle D. Dickens

2007

Amount: $11,496
Participation Rate: 36%
Paola Adams
Adrienne F. Armstrong
Erika Alexander
Tanya Alexander
Asha P. Armstrong
Candace R. Armstrong
Akhil Bacy
Jennifer Danielle Beal
Jareebra L. Bennett
Jane M. Bennett
Audrey Bland

Lindsai Royle Bland *
Amber L. Body
Danielle Boler
Christina Bostick
Michelle Nicole Bradley
Terrica Bradley
Kelly Patrice Brett
Adriana Brown
Lynis Brown
Samatha Brown
Nyokia S. Burke
Y. Londa Shaloyoke Byrd
Leana Cbral
Christin Carr
Carol Nicole Casey
Kisha Cockett
Adina Sharita Celander
Lyndsay Collins
Garnel Terri Connerway
Michelle E. Cooke
Simone Cooks
Toney Cooksey
Jasmyn Courtney
Shaloneya J. Cucahira
Anita Davenport*
Tiffany L. Davenport
Lamomica L. Davis
Kassidah Demphah
Florene E. Dixon
Christian Dotsen-Pierson
Aliyah Edwards*
Jessica Edwards
Nina Essandoh*
Samatha S. Evans
Jameau Fox
Morgan France-Johnson
Liaushen Francis
Mercedes A. Giles
Jamill Gilliam
Tamara Gooch
Alisia Goree
Joanna Gouraige
Taylonia Green
Danielle Grisby
Jaria J. Harrington
Alexis A. Harris
Krystyn Harrison
Anishah Hassan *
Shalenah Heard
Kasha Ferguson Heath
Collette Hosten
Caren Howard
Mallory Charnise Hubbard
Alexis T. Hudson*
Tornolia A. Hunter-Koski *
Joel A. Irwin
Danielle C. Jackson
Nicole M. Jackson
Witni Jackson
Lori Croom Jasper
Janila Jett*
Keisha Jenkins
Ashley Renee Johnson
Brittany L. Johnson
Jessica Johnson
Alisha Jones-Caldwell
Kristina Andraey
Mahari Kassa *
Brittany Kemp
Tiffany Patricia Kidd
Alicia C. Lane
Karina Lites
Quatibilla Lynes
Nicole Mack
Eniola Male
Neena L. Malone
Ashley McCann
Kina Nyree McCann
Stacey McClure
Zakiya Nzingha Miller
Monique Miller
Christian N. Mitchell *
Morgan Eunice Mitchell
Helene Moon
Kristin R. Moore *
Ashley Michelle Moss
Nafeesa Muhammad
Andrea K. Ortiz
Simone Pemberton
Janean Aikleh Perkins
Courtney Petty
Jasminne R. Pettus
Lisa Marie Pierre
Lenilisha L. Pinckney
Trenise Polk
Brittney Cavilee Powell
Tressee Monet Powers
Samantha D. Preston
Natasha S. Quazck
Brittney Lanec Ray
Daniel K. Reid
Jennifer Lynn Reid
Petera Michele Reine
Courtney Majorie Roever
Alexandra Nicole Rich
Gayla Robbins *
April Anita Robinson
Chanelle Robinson
Monique Robinson
Sarah Rogers
Claudia Rosa
Ashleigh Russells
Amber L. Scott
Leigh Ann Sennette
Evan Seymour
Nikkky Shonwell
Serena Renee Simpson
Barbara F. Smiles*
Dilsha Stewart
Hillary Olivia Thomas
Naledi Tshapane *
Marissa Tuck
Kimber Alexander Turner
Shantoria LaDonna Vance
Aundra D. Vereen
Ryane Wade
Randi Warren
Shantea Weber *
Kristlyn S. Whigham
Kristin Renee Williams
Andrae Robinson
Lynta Zea Wilson
Sharonly Wynter *
Angel C. Young
Katherine Gail Young

2008

Amount: $7,457
Participation Rate: 35%
Jalika C. Street
...
History Maker

In Memory of Taronda Spencer, C’80

Spelman appreciates the many who have given in memory of Taronda Spencer, the College’s late archivist and historian. She was cherished and respected for her love of Spelman, her extensive knowledge of the College’s history, and the extent to which she would go to ensure our institution’s legacy was accurately documented, accessible, and relevant for the campus community and the world.

Bosissi K. Watts
Rachel N. Whavers
Shanaya N. Whitaker
Ami Scott Whitfield
Brittany L. Williams
Marqueta D. Williams
Patrice Jeané Williams
Courtney Williamson
Alicia Vera Wilson
Udalla D. Wilson
Kristen Glorian Woods
Isata E. Yansaneh
Kara K. Yates
Bethany Janese Young
Quea T. Young

Amount: $5,992
Participation Rate: 30%

J’Nellie N. Agee
Alleyne Renee Aiken
Destiny C. Anaele
Christian N. Anyikwa
Stefani Berry
Shealyn J. Blanchard
Chesla M. Bratnor
Shemika M. Brooks
Martineque J. Brown
Rachel E. Brown
Tiffany N. Butler
Elishiba N. Butts
Taylor A. Carson
Sadiqa S. Cash
Chana N. Chambers
Tavina L. Cibborne
Rebecca M. Clayton
Marissa J. Coleman
Michaela Cooke
Paige E. Cooper
Robyn E. Cross
McKenzie P. Currie
Jennifer C. Curtis
Arellia D. Dance
Aiesha J. Davie
Imanai Davis
Simone D. Davis
Morgan-Briel C. Dawkins
Amada D. Denham
Jazmine L. Dinkins
Maia M. Dunlap *

Shelley J. Dyer
Antonia G. Edwards
Lauren Elizabeth Eldridge
Michelle C. Farrell
Jahmose M. Fort
Monet A. Francis
Taylor M. Friar
Brittnee Alease Gauthier
Krystal J. Gladden
Regina F. Graham
Jessica Greene
Brittany M. Harris
Keshia L. Harris
Rebecca A. Hartley-Belle
Aisha L. Hudson
Lydia A. Jackson
Kristin J. Johnson
Selah S. Johnson
Whitney D. Johnson
Ashley R. Jones
Robyne Jones
Anisa L. Kelley
Alexis King
Whitney Knight
Ingrid LaMotho
Jillian N. Macklin
Kyra A. Mahoney *
Michelle Maltbia
Maria R. Marion
Sabrina D. Matthews
Ashley C. Mayes
Denise L. McDuffie
Jamila D. McDuffie
Jamila A. McGill
Yasmine-Imani McMorin
Nashawn D. Miles
Jazmine S. Miller *
Charita Montgomery
Sierra Mullenn
Kuchell D. Neely
Whitney J. O’Banner
Cassandra Z. Ogbievere
Juliana D. Partridge
Leonna L. Pearson *
Blanca C. Pete
Talia N. Pettway
Morgan Pierce
Gabrielle N. Pingue
Kali M. Pirtle *
Jayla E. Randleman
Marion Raquel
Ryan Victoria Rasmussen

Scan to view a tribute to Taronda Spencer

Jasmine Z. Rasool
Kalisse Taylor Richardson
Catera C. Rivers
Sydney E. Robinson
Chante J. Rountree
Daniel D. Ruiz
Stephany C. Rush
Karón D. Saffold
Yelanda Safford *
Kristin L. Sampson
Topaz A. Sampson
Angela B. Sardina
Dorie A. Saxon
Kimberly R. Scott *
Lauren A. Shiholister
Sherenda L. Shula *
Ashley N. Shuman
Lauren Elise Sills
Alyse M. Smith
Rachel M. Smith
Shanavick D. Smith *
Briana D. Spence
Eria D. Stanley
Kamillah T. Sudduth
Gina F. Sylvester *
Ariel D. Terrell
Keri Ann Thomas *
Ashley A. Umukoro *
Dion C. Walker
Jasmine Kayana Wall
Ella F. Washington
Nie D. Weston
Bethany B. White
Corin V. White
Remington R. Wiley
Chanté Dominique Williams
Erigah Foreman Williams
Kirstin M. Williams
Morgan Williams
Breana Marie Nicole Wofford
Brittany M. Woods
Courtney Mahia Young
Iris P. Young

2011

Amount: $4,161
Participation Rate: 23%

Florence Adibu
Melissa Eileen Akinlawo
Ana M. Alexandre
Lauren Ashley Anderson
Alicia E. Bello
Brittany J. Bethhea
Latresse Bossard *
Danielle M. Boyd
Mea Boykins
Ambriah K. Brown
Courtney S. Bryant
Brandi Z. Burton
David J. Campbell
Imani N. Carson *
Lonicie J. Carter
Alison Paige Cheney
Jendaya Clark
Jamila N. Clay
Danielle Marcco Crafter
Candace E. Daniels
Tanesha N. Dantler
Brooke R. Davis
Naleneia Natur Davis
Giana D. Davis-Diggs
Karmina Jeziornick Digg
Janene M. Emerson
Jessica W. Felder
Brittany Alexandra Fields
Kristen L. Flenno
2012

Amount: $3,036
Participation Rate: 19%

Briana L. Bowie
Jordone Chinyere Kwasi Branch
Fabiola Sheena Breton
Grenna Taisha Brooks
Heather Ariel Brown
Brittani Barbara Carlington
Jannel Tierra Chambers
Chandra Byrd Chambers
Christine R. Clark
Natasha Janiel Connor-Moore
Cheryl-Novella Ellison
Michaela Evans
Daryl Patrice Fortson

Kelsey Marissa Fox
Dajae T. Gilliard-White
Bianca Girault
Jamie A. Gray
Tiffany J. Gingles
Ashley N. Grisham
Stephanie Nicole Hunter
Terika J. Hutchinson
Shauna S. Jeffcoat
Chelsea M. Johnson
Arienne J. Jones
Morgan B. Jones
Candace L. Kirksey
Leilah D. Langston
Ashley Monique Lewis
Morgan A. Maie
Jazmyn McCloud
Cymone V. McNeil
Sheryl Felecia Means
Bianca S. Meyers
Ivy Kiara Mills
Ariel B. Moore
Brittany R. Moore
Dymon Kitaun Morgan
Lauren Ashley Elycey Morton
Phylicia M. Murray
Natalie A. Nance
Kamaria N. Nelson
Alexa M. Noble
Gabrielle B. Nutter
Alicia D. Outlaw
Jazmyne Owens
Jamilah A. Potts
Elizabeth Colby Pollard
Laurah M. Pollonais
Shana Ernestine Rochester
Toure Lynn Scott
Kerona S. Sharpe
Alicia Sheares
Dajja R. Shields
Zayani Rose Sims
Tiara C. Sinkfield
Jesse S. Smith
Bhreyana R. Squires
Brittani Alexandra Summers
Leslie C. Townsell
Christiana O. Umukoro
Devoreaux A. Walton
Maya B. Welfare
Alexia V. Williams
Althea T. Williams
Kalli R. Williams
Porsha D. Williams
Brittni Renee Wilson
Victoria M. Winslow
Taylor M. Wright
Friends

Anonymous

Zaid Abdul-Alum
Delicia & Julius S. Abdur-Rahim
Muhammad Lujan Abdur-Razzaq
Terrence Abney
Kenneth Adams
Kimberly Esmond Adams
Marjorie Adams
Sara Aguess
Blyane Alexander
Celina M. Alexander
Yolanda Alexander
Patricia Allen
Jennifer Anderson
Kevin D. Anderson
Odessa M. Arnold
William Arnett
Glenn A. Arnold
Jenny Kirsten Ataogu
Deborah Augustine
Bekah Bailey
Stephen Baker
Ralph Thomas Ballard
Jeffrey P. Ballou
Gregory Baranco
Juanita Baranco

Isaiah E. Barnwell Jr.
Robert J. Barrington Jr.
Kimberly Ann Bassett
Teddi Beasley
Otis Beatty III
Sanford H. Bodemer
Janet Dewart Bell
Kanya Bennett
Jacqueline N. Benson-Lee
Alison R. Bernstein
Trameka Bettis
Brittany P. Biggase
Franklin N. Biggs
Charles Borden
Elaine Hazelton Bolton
Richard Benfazi
Joan E. Bookman-Weathersby
Kisha Lane Bottoms
William O. Bounds Jr.
Tammie K. Boyd
Robert Bozeman
Jo Anne B. Bozman
Robert Browner
Wendell Bristol Jr.
John Brock
Martha Finn Brooks
Oliver Brooks Jr.
Chiquita Brooks-Lasure
Marie Stovall Broussard
Howard B. Brown Jr.
Libby S. Brown
Patricia J. Brown
Vanessa Brown
Carol Brownlee
Edward L. Brownlee
Charles E. Bryant
Charlette K. Bryant
Frank Bryant Jr.
Robert L. & Lucinda W. Bunnun
Robert Stephen Burgess

Chris Burgman
Mary B. Burke
Edward E. Burks
Anthony Burley
Leonard E. Burman
Carol Sutton Burnett
Eugene & Carol Burnett
Jessica W. Burns
Bobbiee J. Butler
Carolyn H. Byrd
W. Byron Calhoun
John F. Callahan
Kim Lamont Carr
Michael L. Carter
Kelly Caz-Cwhite
Donald Cathy
William M. Chace
Jennifer Chamberlain
Debbie & Jeff Chapman
Margaret Chappell
Johnnie L. Clark
Pamela J. Clark
Augustus Clay
Dana Y. Cobb
Deborah R. Colbert
Kim Laticque Coleman
Carol Sargent Collard
Sharol Colon
Sandi Cooper
Robyn Y. Cornell
Helen R. Cotton
Gwendolyn A. Cox
Myron J. Crawford
Ann Q. Curry
Barry C. Curtis
Dana Daft
Anne O. Dancy
Kevin Daniel
Robert A. Daniel
Margie L. Davis
Angela R. Davis
James H. Davis

Debra D. McKinney
Jean Eleanor McNich
Clare K. Melbourne-Willie
Dorothy Mills
Gardner & Chorise Story
Patricia & Gregory Straughn
Mike & Yvette Sutton
Dennis D. Sweeney
Janice Maria Talley
Adenia G. Taylor
Lillian R. Taylor
Tatlasam & Victoria Tastamarium
Esco Thomas
Melanie C. Thomas
Mary E. Thompson
Kevin G. Montgomery
Darryl & Angela Moody
Tom Moody
Robin Moore-Chambers
Corliss Muhammad
Moss & Drucilla Ndoge
Gason & Courteney Neil
Earl Nicks
Evelyn Zakijahy Nu Man
Veronica C. Obodo-Eckblad
Toy & Geme Gyeowloke
Phylis D. Pearson
Brenda J. Peters

Dennis M. Peterson
Regina A. Petty
Cheryl Peavy Wilson
Gina & James Pickens
Simon & Jeffi Pierre
Mary R. Poik
Cynthia L. Pollard
Samantha Porter
Laurena Powell, C'92 & Mary-Powell
Natalie Pressley
Warren Preston
Kimberly F. Price
Janet & John Pugh
Rasie Purcell
Karen Quarles-Mills, C'80
Reginae Ramper
Patricia J. Rayford
Freda Reed
Valerie Rice
Ray & Carmen Richardson
Judith A. Richmand
Derrick Ridley
Deborah A. Risper

Dawnelle D. Robinson
Lynette E. Robinson
Teresa Rodebaugh
Brenda Rodriguez
Charles & Ramona Rogers
Jill Ellis Roper
Jacqueline Ross, C'92 & Robert Ross
Marshall Ruffner
Evelyn D. Russell
Anthony Samad & Debra Ward-Samad
Debbie Sanders
Denise Billye Sanders
David & Melody Sands
Seth Satcher
Catherine A. Scott
Patricia Walker Scruggs
Leah Ward Sears
Roy & Veronica Seawright
Duane & Laticia Sharp
Pearl D. White & Karen R. Sharp
Bradley T. Sheares
Adrienne Simmons
Adil & Stacey Sheikh-Idris
Peter & Regina Simian
Daniele Butter Simmons, C'84
Carlos Simay
Stacy S. Simen
Jacqueline Hurst Singleton
Carol Smith
Cynthia Smith
Sheryl Sutton Smith, C'81
Portia Speese
Cynthia Neblette Spencer, C'78
Yolanda Watson Spiva, C'91
Kendall Sprott & Donna Twisdale
Douglas & Allee H. Stalloworth
Angela Bryant Starke, C'87
David J. Stewart & Ann C. Williams


Shaper. Mover.
Harold Bell, Director of Career Planning and Development

I am a consistent, committed donor to Spelman because I know I am investing in the promising future of a global-minded woman of color. In my 12-year tenure as the College’s director of Career Planning and Development, I have seen phenomenal organizations and institutions compete for our exceptional students. Great organizations align themselves with each other, which inspires me to do my part, aligning myself with the greatness that is Spelman.
Robert L. Davis %
Tara J. Davis %
Cari K. Dawson #
Allison D’Costa
Kappy deButs %
Manda C. Dennis
Charlotte Dixson #
Haley B. Dodson #
Diane Dorsett
Caral Ann Dove
Dishelie Moore Draper
Quadriconis Bernard Driskell
Sherree Duncan
Donna Drizdaci %
Diane L. Easley
Roderick E. Edmond %
Katie A. Edwards
Ernest Ellis
Marcia V. Ellis #
Anita Estell #
Timothy Eton Sr. #
Janelle R. Evans
Claire Farley
Phyllis Fletcher-Ashtford
Conrad L. Forbes Jr. %
James Ford %
Merry Ford
Earline A. Foster %
Marvin Fuxworth #
Michelle R. Francis #
Merle A. Franklin *
Venda Freeman *
Daniele Friedland
Diane E. Fuller
Pamela R. Galloway *
Luck Gambrell %
Michael L. Gantt
Robert E. Ganz %
Rayne Garber %
Richard Gardner Jr.
Alfred L. Garner Sr. %
Joy Garrett *
Laurie Gavrin
 Mildred C. Geter %
Carolotte Giles *
Briana D. Gilford
Tiffany C. Gilliard #
lena W. Gilmore *
Hugh M. Glositer Jr. #
Thecla Mumford Glover #
Al Goldenberg *
Trudie Yanuck Goldstein *
Uldine Golier *
Mignon Goode-Bigelow>
Harriet Granger Gordon
Sharon Grant
Valisha Graves
September Gray
Geneva Green *
Clarence Greene *
Ronnye Greene *
Miriam J. Greenwood
Patrico B. Greer #
Daryl H. Griffin *
Tracey Grifin
Deirdre Gross *
Emily R. Guss *
C. Hanna Hakim
Chanelle P. Hard %
Lewis Hargett *
W. Bruce Harlan *
Bernard Harlesten *
Harold Robert Harris
Sandra G. Harris %
Sylvia J. Harris *
Denise Harrison
Coletta Hassell
Victor L. Haydel *
Marjory J. Hayes
Reji Hayes *
Carolyn P. Haynes #
John K. Haynes #
Albert L. Heindel Jr.
Aronorto H. Hill jr.
Michael Anthony Hill *
Emile Hillard-Amith *
Patsy Hilliard *
Audre D. Hinscot *
Jeffrey Hines *
Shirley L. Hobbs *
Barbara J. Holland *
Donna T. Hollie #
Louise T. Hollowell
Hamilton E. Holmes Jr. *
Marilyn Holmes *
Odessa W. Hooker
Alton Hornsby %
William Calvin Horton
Barbara Houston
Evelyn S. Hughes *
Julie Varner Hunter *
Paul S. Hursey
Doris Isaac *
Aaren G. Jackson *
Etsie B. Jackson *
M. W. Jackson *
McClinten Jackson III *
Samuel R. Jackson *
Sherra D. Jackson *
Tami S. Jackson *
Valerie Jackson *
Mary Brown James
Antoinette Jeffers
George L. Jeffries *
Carrie C. Johnson *
Cleveland Johnson *
Edgar J. Johnson #
Kathleen Clement Johnson *
Raymond L. Johnson %
Richard S. Johnson *
Robert L. Johnson %
Dorothy J. Johnson-Delsarte %
Bessie Chapman Jones *
Ingrid Saunders Jones #
Monica Jones *
Tyrer P. Jones *
Winetta E. Jones
Alan M. Katz *
Wilma Ellis Kazemzadeh *
Alison J. Keefe *
Tameka Kelly
Paul Kenny *
Margaret Keys
Alicia R. Kingcade
Lesley W. Kinglow %
Jill Kneerim *
Clarice Lackey %
Lawrence Lackey *
Carolyn L. Lacy *
Sheryl Lesshannah Lamb
Judy Morris Lambert %
Edward D. Lawson *
Barbara E. Leath
Warren Lee *
Michael Leibowitz
D. John Lewis *
Liza J. Lindsay
Jackie Anthony Lloyd
Guy T. Logan *
Eric J. Longan *
Clayton L. Marder
Sharon Allen Lord
Deborah C. Lott-Barnes
Wanda Lynn
Rosalynd Roberts Mack *
Joybelle F. Malcolm
William M. Marine
Chris Martin *
Ganashe M. Martin *
Rhonda L. Mathison *
Marie Bowen Mathis
Elene D. Maupin *
Shunta Vincent McBride
Jacqueline McCull #
John C. McCann
Kenneth A. McClane *
Katie McClendon *
Arthur J. McClung
Rose Mary McGowan *
T. A. McKenzie *
Kuja S. McMurty *
Alice D. McNeil *
Alfred E. McWilliams *
Carolyn W. Meyers *
Peter Michalski *
John M. Michael
Brandi Nash Miles *
Dorothy H. Miller *
Len T. Miller *
Gloria Jean Mims
Gloria C. Mitchell *
Helen Mitchell %
James S. Mitchell *
Sanford C. Mitchell Jr. *
Sherryly Morgan Mitchell *
Jackie Montag
Karen H. Moore *
Tiffany M. Moore *
Paulette E. Moore-Akonnor *
Louis B. Moreland *
Stanly W. Morgan
Andrea W. Moutrie
Veronica Murfli *
Michelle Musgrove
Samir Janak Naik
Francine N. Norris
L’Tanya Johnson Norris *
Peter Norton *
Seymour S. Nowicki
Joseph O’Geen *
Clovita S. Owens
Dana K. Pace *
Victoria Palefsky *
Asa J. Palmer *
John Palmer *
Rose Palmer *
Michelle D. Parkerson
Michael Lloyd Parks *
Cornell D. Pasley Jr.
Karen Pattani-Hason
Patricia Patton
Zelma A. Payne *
Kena Payton
Monica Kaufman Pearson *
Rosemary Phillips
Joseph Pierson %
Patricia A. Pinado *
Jason A. Pitts
Ronald Pollock *
Cheryl Demons Pondor *
Roland Porter II
Jannifer Portis
Jessie D. Pottsdamer
Pamela Powell *
Frederick D. Pugh *
Toni Randolph *
Barbara Randolph *
Laura & Norman Rates %
Elia Elaine Ravelli *
Dorothy Jackson Reed
Arinice F. Reynolds
Marlene Reynolds *
Debra L. Rice
Phillip V. Rider
Barbara Ann Riggs *
Lawrence V. Roberts
Merritt A. Robertson
Angela C. Robinson
Lisa Robinson *
Keir Rocha *
Marilyn M. Rosenberg
Susan J. Ross
Robert J. Rumilly %
Michael Russel *
Kenneth Saffold *
Hugh Saxon
Diren Scott
Jim Lee McClung
Olivia Scriven
Sylvia H. Seago *
Avis M. Seals
Neterra J. Shaffer *
Harry G. Sharp III *
Ora Myles Sheares *
Sally Silverman *
Adrienne Simmons *
Arnold J. Simmons *
Jamal Simmons *
Bobbie Stone *
Dorothy Stistrunk-Cook *
Kevonne M. Small *
Alvin Smith
Constance E. Smith
Troy D. Smith *
Robert L. & Magnobra E. Smothers *
Mercedes Shirley Sedon
Irving Alan Sparks
Latricia Singleton
Ryan Spikes *
J. L. Stevenson-Arzan *
Gustav L. Stewart III
Pamela Stewart *
Edna B. Stigger
Esther M. Stokes *
Carol Stone-Taylor
Larry D. Strickland
James O. Suber *
Peggy Sullivan
Elvira M. Tate *
Travis Tatum *
Jank H. & Yonne J. Thomas *
Deborah M. Thompson *
Yetto L. Townsend %
Robert H. Truesdale *
Dennis Turner Jr. *
Salman Ullah *
Arith A. Ullman
Patricia Varnell *
Brenda Wade *
Doleris J. Wade
Carolyn Wilson
Brenda Gail Wall
Tessa R. Wallace *
Catherine S. A. Waltshe *
John Walker *
Simone Ward *
Willie Watkins
Shawna Francis Watley *
James Monica Watson-Vaughn
Phyllis N. Weatherly
Kathryn Anderson Weaver
Gwyneth G. Webb *
Donald G. Webber *
Carrie M. Wesms *
Martin P. Welch *
Ison W. Whatley *
Edward D. Whelans *
Kelly Cass White *
Richard H. & Dorothy J. White
Samantha White
Shermarn White
G. Alan Wiltur *
Allford Williams *
Barbara J. Williams *
Barbara R. Williams
Cristel Williams
Effetta Williams *
James Williams
In Memory of Jean E. Farris
McFerren, C’15
Janelle M. Farris, C’83
In Memory of Patricia Spencer
Nixons, C’81
Deirdre Spencer Jackson, C’85
In Memory of Mozetta Thelma Miles, C’29
Joyce H. Notthingham, C’64
In Memory of Jane Nuhammad
Josephine Jackson Smith, C’44
In Memory of Marie and Denise Pedestalles Scholarship
Mr. & Mrs. James E. Foster
Jill R. Trippett
In Memory of Ida and Roosevelt Peterson
Leonard E. Burman
In Memory of Theresa Smith
Pickens, C’49
Jean DeGazon McDonnell, C’49
Merritt A. Robertson
In Memory of Jean P. Primus, C’81
Detra Lynnette Austin-Russell, C’95
Angela Denise Benson, C’81
Carolina Jones Cope, C’81
Kyndra K. Earth, C’95
Pamela Pryor Grace, C’81
Cynthia E. Jackson, C’81
Danyelle Monique Loveless, C’90
Terru McFadden-Garden, C’81
Anderlyn Little Maddox, C’72
Janet Lane Martin, C’72
Beverly J. Moss, C’81
Kiron Kanani Skinner, C’81
In Memory of Bernard Robinson
Martha Lee Jones, C’74
In Memory of Joyce Pitts Rogers, C’62
Ailya Marie Story, C’86
In Memory of Dorothy Nelle Sanders, C’38
Emilee Hillard-Amith
Evelyn B. Hughes
Alice Holmes Washington, C’38
In Memory of Callie Herndon
Satcher, C’63
David Satcher
Gretchen Patrice Satcher, C’91
In Memory of Alice H. Scott, C’57
Sara Agress
Donna Dziedzic
Danielle Friedland
Emily R. Guss
Alison J. Keefe
Peggy Sullivan
In Memory of Mary Shy Scott, C’50
B. LaConeya Butler, C’56
In Memory of David Seltzer
Trudie Yanuck Goldstein
In Memory of Michelle Denise Slatter, C’95
Caryn Jeanine Johnson, C’97
In Memory of Erina Christin Smith
Josephine Jackson Smith, C’46
In Memory of Georgia Hunter
Smith, C’55
Cheryl V. May-Holmes, C’70
In Memory of Taronda E. Spencer, C’80
Dell Albertha Adams, C’80
Eloise A. Alexis, C’86
Atlanta Chapter, NAASC
Angela S. Blackwell, C’80
Sherry L. Brooks Bewins, C’80
Neyda D. Brown, C’80
B. Laconeya Butler, C’56
Felicia Chambra, C’95
Carol Sargent Collard
Janki E. Darby, C’80
Tomika Michelle DePriest, C’89
AnnMaria E. Ellis, C’81
Gwendolyn Walker Garrison, C’54
Deirdre Colston Graddick, C’86
Kafia Dalina Evis Haile, C’2002
Donna Akua Harper
Darnell R. Killian, C’79
Kolm C. Mulacky
Zelma A. Payne
Anita Atkinson Ragland, C’57
Daphne L. Smith, C’80
Emanuel J. Spencer
Barbara Stephens, C’2001
Taneasha Shyenne Stewart, C’95
Jacqueline J. Wellington-Moore, C’53
In Memory of Dorothy Dailey Suber
James D. Suber
In Memory of Margerene S. Taylor, C’60
Gloria Watts Davis, C’60
In Memory of Carlene Goudy Thomas, C’37
Leonara Butler Davis, C’47
Jacoblynn Sanders Sampson, C’68
In Memory of Ruth Hill Thompson, C’37
Harrell Granger Gordon
Shirley L. Hobbs
In Memory of Traci Lynnette Trinidad, C’53
Adriana Kaplan Keesler, C’89
Adrienne Colette Lance Lucas, C’90
In Memory of Mary Culmer
Turquest, C’69
Henrietta E. Turquest, C’68
In Memory of Jean S. Walker
Martha Lee Jones, C’74
In Memory of Isaac W. Whately
Lula Lundy Whately, C’44
In Memory of Carrie Clements Wright
Iva Michelle Baldwin, C’86
Vivian Clements Baldwin, C’56
Dorothy Clements Fletcher, C’62
Carrie C. Johnson
In Memory of Carolyn Hill Wyatt, C’53
Alfred D. Wyatt
In Memory of Martin Yanuck
Marguerite G. Ganz
Friends of the MUSEUM FUND
Louise Naomi K. Adderly
Flashahde A. Akah, C’2004
Courtney Allen, C’68
Valerie Green Amos, C’93
Odessa M. Archibald
Tiffany Atles, C’2009
Stephanie Michele Atkins, C’88
Lori Hamilton Bailey, C’11
Isaiah E. & Beatrice Barnwell
James Bigelow &
Mignon Goode-Bigelow
Jeanne Bryant Blackmon, C’53
William G. Bounds Jr.
Robert Brawner
Mary Alice and Bennett Brown Foundation Inc.
Andrea Barnwell Brownlee, C’93 &
Edward Brownlee
Johnnella Butler & John Walter
Debbie & Jeff Chapman
Lauren Fitzgerald Copeland, C’2000
Ann & James Curry
Victoria Curry, C’2008
Robert & Catherine Daniel
Carol Marie Daniels, C’73
Charlotte Dixon
Makaba G. Dixon-Hill, C’2003
Jennifer Bryant Dissman, C’74
Pauline E. Drake, C’59
Brooke Jackson Edmond, C’91
Dorothy Jenkins Fields, C’64
Helen Marie Forbes Fields, C’81
Phyliss Daniels Fischer, C’54
Valerie L. Fluer, C’96
Gwendolyn Walker Garrison, C’54
Angela Yonne Glover, C’93
Thelma Mumford Glover
September Gray
W. Bruce Harlan
Karen Harris-Moore
Virginia Hawkins-Stephens, C’49
Marklyn J. Hayes
Hess Academy
Odessa W. Hooker
Wilsoe H. Johnson, C’2008
Jolie Gaillard Johnson, C’68
Kathleen Clement Johnson
Sheila Ann Johnson, C’76
Kassandra Kimbriel, Jelley
Jennifer Robin Kelley, C’97
Judy Morris Lampert &
Scott I. Lampert
Niambi Sims London, C’94
Clyde & Barbara Lord
Lubo Fund, Inc.
Chris & Rhonda Matheson
M. Akula McDaniel, C’69
Alfred E. McWilliams &
Wilmer J. McWilliams
Marck Partnership for Giving
John M. Michael & Cheryl B. Cowherd
Gloria Jean Mims
Masika A. Mirembe, C’2011
Yanique D. Moore, C’2005
Jimi A. Mensro, C’2006
Odelye Sculpture Studios
Michelle D. Parkerson
Pamela Bell Payton, C’78
Jessie D. Pottsamon
Pamola Powell & Guy E. Lessault
Marilyn M. Rosenberg
Jean LaRue Foster Scott, C’53
Olivia Sivrens
Sally Silverman
Carolyn Tucker Sims, C’58
Alvin Smith

LATINIA SPAUNDING
Elizabeth Stokes
The Carroll Group
Tenea A. Thomas, C’2009
Time Warner, Inc.
Nzinga Temple Tutu, C’79
Stacy-Head Turner, C’81
Che’ Denee Watkins, C’91
Cristel Williams
Teresa Gail Williams, C’74
Dorothy A. Willis
Michelle Wurley, C’86
C. T. Woods–Powell, C’75
Barbaraa Drum–Morgan, C’56
Ms. Kara K. Yates, C’2009

Organizations
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.–Chicago
Americas Charities
Associated Colleges of the South
Atlanta Convention & Visitors Bureau
Atlanta University Center
Atlanta University Center Consortium, Inc.
BETHESDA H.O.G., ATLANTA
Charitable Trust Fund
Community Foundation of Greater Memphis
Dignity Health
Duquesne University
Ebenzer Baptist Church
First Antioch Baptist Church
First Baptist Church of Medford
Georgia Independent College Association
Herald Irshich Scholarship Fund
Leadership Political Action Committee
John Brown University
LEAP Program in Business
Lockheed Martin Employees
MARTA Employees Charities Club
Mercer University
Milh High United Way
National Christian Foundation
Rockefeller Philanthropy Advisors
Schwab Charitable Fund
The National Academies Trust, Inc.
Trussville
United Negro College Fund Trust
United States Tennis Association, Inc.
United Way of Central New Mexico
United Way of Tri-State
University Liggett School
Vanguard Charitable Endowment Program
Women Behind the Community Inc.
Woodward Academy
Zion Hill Baptist Church

GIVING BY CATEGORY
Based on fiscal year giving July 1, 2012–June 30, 2013

In Memory of Wanda Cortellia Hunley, C’64
Donna Akia Harper
Jennifer Rose McZier, C’96
Amber Reid, C’2008
Kisha Maria Woods, C’2008
In Memory of Frances L. Jackson
Martha Lee Jones, C’74
In Memory of Minnie Felton
Jackson, C’38
Eloise A. Alexis, C’86
Jade L. Martin, C’2005
Janet Lane Martin, C’72
In Memory of Stephanie Lachelle Jackson, C’91
Raytheon Company
Monique Glover Spauding, C’91
Melissa Elizabeth Wynn, C’93
In Memory of George Lee Jefries
Emma Stone Jeffries, C’49
In Memory of Bertha Boykin
Johnson, C’48
Pamela Johnson Garvey, C’76
In Memory of Martilla Renee Jones, C’91
Elizabeth Nicole Espy, C’91
Tiffany Green Tate, C’92
In Memory of Darlyne Atkinson
Killian, C’48
Darnita R. Killian, C’79
Sarah R. Matthews, C’79
In Memory of Elvin Lawrence
Knowles, C’40
Gloria Knowles Bell, C’64
In Memory of Maria Sims Lay, C’70
Cheryl V. May-Holmes, C’70
In Memory of Mickey Leland
Alison Walton Leland, C’80
In Memory of Mignon Lackey Lewis, C’51
Pamela Bigelow, C’88
Eugene Burnett
Earline A. Foster
Yvonne Ellis Hicks, C’75
Yvonne R. Jackson, C’70
Paul Kerri
M. W. Jackson
Lawrence Lackey
Law Office of Carly L. Lackey, PC
Adrienne Yowon Lewis, C’84
Camillo Christine Lewis, C’78
Karen Lynn Lehman, C’65
Quinnisha L. Marion, C’2006
Andrea Battle Sims, C’78
Yvette L. Townsend
G. Alan Wiburn
In Memory of Tiffany Cherise Lipscomb, C’94
R. Malene Dixon, C’96
In Memory of Josephine Harrell Love, C’33
Patricia Moody Sewing, C’56
In Memory of Roy P. Martinez
Soraya Moketta, C’2005
The Campaign for Spelman College priorities:

- Global Engagement
- Opportunities for Research and Internships
- Alumnae Connections
- Leadership Development
- Service Learning